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Abstract

The LIBELLE experiment contributes to a better understanding of bound state quantum

electrodynamics in extreme fields. For that purpose highly charged bismuth ions in

hydrogen- or lithium-like electron configurations were stored in the Experimental Storage

Ring (ESR) at the “Gesellschaft für Schwerionenphysik” (GSI) in Darmstadt. The

remaining electrons experience high electric and magnetic field strengths in the vicinity

of the nucleus, which by far exceed the fields, that can be generated in the laboratory

via pulsed lasers or superconducting magnets. A method to test QED predictions in

these systems without being hampered by uncertainties due to the nuclear structure

contributions has been suggested by Shabaev and coworkers [SAY+01]. It is based

on a comparison of hyperfine structure (HFS) splittings in hydrogen-like and lithium-

like configurations of the same isotope. The respective transition wavelengths of the

hyperfine splittings in bismuth were determined in two LIBELLE beam times by the

means of collinear, and anti-collinear laser spectroscopy. The experiment provided the

first successful observation of the HFS transition in 209Bi80+in a laser spectroscopy

measurement [LJG+14]. In addition the lifetimes of the excited HFS states were measured

and the analysis of the lifetime data is presented in this work. While systematic

uncertainties in the measured lifetime were discussed only hypothetically before, data

taken to investigate the systematics of the transition wavelength measurement also allows

in a limited way, to look at possible systematic effects in the lifetime. Here the influence

of the bunching amplitude, the electron cooler current and the ion beam current on the

lifetime are investigated.

Furthermore a calculation of the bound electron g-factor is presented. For that purpose

the transition energy as well as the lifetime of the HFS state of the respective species

needs to be known. To be able to identify the QED contribution to the g-factor the

lifetime has to be measured with a precision of about ∆τ
τ < 0.2 %.

While the transition wavelength in hydrogen-like bismuth was already observed before,

a novel detector system was mandatory to successfully measure the HFS transition

wavelength and lifetime in lithium-like bismuth [HAG+13]. The success of this

measurement inspired the adaption of the movable mirror system to detect extreme

ultra-violet (XUV) fluorescence photons. The design of the new detector, corresponding



simulations with the software package SimIon as well as the realization were part of

this work. First tests were performed and compared to simulations, resulting in a good

understanding of the new system. For the further development of the detector some

possible improvements are identified.



Zusammenfassung

Das LIBELLE Experiment hat zum besseren Verständnis der Quantenelektrodynamik

(QED) gebundener Zustände in extremen Feldern beigetragen. Zu diesem Zweck wurden

hoch geladene Ionen in Wasserstoff- oder Lithium-ähnlicher Elektronenkonfiguration im

Experimentellen Speicher Ring (ESR) der Gesellschaft für Schwerionenphysik (GSI)

in Darmstadt gespeichert. Die verbleibenden Elektronen erfahren in der Nähe des

Kerns hohe elektrische und magnetische Feldstärken, welche jene Felder übersteigen,

die durch gepulste Laser oder supraleitende Magnete im Labor erzeugt werden können.

Eine Möglichkeit, die Vorhersagen der QED in solchen Systemen zu testen, ohne durch

Unsicherheiten gehindert zu sein, die durch Beiträge der Kernstruktur eingeführt werden,

wurde von Shabaev und Mitarbeitern vorgeschlagen [SAY+01]. Es basiert auf einem

Vergleich der Hyperfeinstruktur (HFS) Aufspaltungen des gleichen Isotops einmal in

Wasserstoff- und einmal in Lithium-ähnlicher Elektronenkonfiguration. Die jeweilige

Übergangswellenlänge der Hyperfeinaufspaltungen wurde in zwei LIBELLE Strahlzeiten

mit Hilfe von kollinearer bzw. anti-kollinearer Laserspektroskopie bestimmt. Mit dem

Experiment wurde zum ersten mal erfolgreich der HFS-Übergang in 209Bi80+durch eine

laserspektroskopische Messung beobachtet [LJG+14]. Zusätzlich wurde die Lebensdauer

der angeregten HFS-Zustände gemessen, die Analyse der Lebensdauer-Daten wird in

dieser Arbeit vorgestellt.

Während systematische Unsicherheiten bisher nur hypothetisch diskutiert wurden, er-

lauben die aufgezeichneten Daten zur Bestimmung systematischer Unsicherheiten bezüglich

der Übergangswellenlänge im begrenzten Maße eine Möglichkeit systematische Effekte

bzgl. der Lebensdauer zu betrachten. Hier konnte der Einfluss der Bunch-Amplitude, des

Elektronen-Kühler Stroms und des Ionenstrahl Stroms auf die Lebensdauer untersucht

werden.

Darüber hinaus wird die Berechnung des g-Faktors des gebundenen Valenzelektrons

vorgestellt. Für diesen Zweck wird sowohl die Übergangswellenlänge, als auch die

Lebensdauer des HFS-Zustands der jeweiligen Bismut-Spezies benötigt. Um in der

Lage zu sein, die Beiträge der QED zum g-Faktor identifizieren zu können, muss die

Lebensdauer mit einer Präzision von ungefähr ∆τ
τ < 0.2 % gemessen werden.

Auch wenn die Übergangswellenlänge in Wasserstoff-ähnlichem Bismut bereits zuvor



beobachtet wurde, war ein neuartiges Nachweissystem zwingend notwendig, um die HFS-

Übergangswellenlänge und die Lebensdauer von Lithium-ähnlichem Bismut erfolgreich

messen zu können [HAG+13]. Der Erfolg dieser Messungen inspirierte zu einer Weiter-

entwicklung des beweglichen Spiegel-Systems, um Photonen im extremen ultra-violetten

(XUV) Bereich messen zu können. Das Design des neuen Detektorsystems, dazugehörige

Simulationen mit dem Softwarepaket SimIon, sowie die Realisierung des Aufbaus sind

Teil dieser Arbeit. Erste Tests wurden durchgeführt und mit den Ergebnissen der

Simulationen verglichen. Die Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass das neue System gut

verstanden ist. Für die Weiterentwicklung des Detektorsystems konnten Möglichkeiten,

für Verbesserungen ausgemacht werden.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Already in 1913 Nils Bohr very successfully described the hydrogen atom with his orbit

model, improving the understanding of atomic structure. Further on it was used as

base for more advanced models, due to its unpretentious structure. With more and

more sophisticated experiments, the energy levels in the atom were studied in detail and

discrepancies to theoretical predictions were found. Thus the hydrogen atom played

an essential role for the establishment of the theories of quantum-mechanics (QM)

and quantum-electrodynamics (QED). Although QED is to the present day one of the

best tested theories, there are still shortcomings which need to be investigated. QED

describes for example very well the energy levels and there splitting up to the tiny

energy difference of the hyperfine structure (HFS). But so far, most of the experiments

and corresponding calculations were limited to conditions with moderate electric and

magnetic fields. Therefore the examination of hydrogen-like atomic configurations and

their HFS splitting in extreme fields is the natural next step to take to test bound-state

QED. Such extreme fields, which exceed even field strength generated in the laboratory

using lasers or superconducting magnets, are present in highly charged ions (HCI). For

example the single 1s electron in an otherwise bare bismuth atom experiences electric and
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1 Introduction

magnetic field strength around 1017 V/cm and 104 T, respectively [Bei00]. The electric

field strength for example can be estimated via Coulomb’s law:

E = 1
4πε0

Ze2

r2 (1.1)

with the electric field constant ε0 the charge number Z and the elementary charge e. The

distance between the charge Ze and a point charge e is given by:

r = h2ε0
meZe2π

· n2 (1.2)

with the Planck constant h, the electron mass me and the principal quantum number

n. For hydrogen-like bismuth, i.e. Z = 83 and n = 1, the radius is r ≈ 6.4 · 10−13 m

and the electric field is E = 2.9 · 1017 V/m. Since it is the only electron, the atom is

in a hydrogen-like state, which simplifies the theoretical description, being comparable

to the hydrogen atom itself. Of course the much larger nucleus which cannot be treated

as a point particle is accompanied with the need of further corrections besides the QED

effects of interest, which can be used to obtain a better understanding of nuclear structure.

Within these corrections the finite mass, relativistic effects and the charge distribution as

well as the magnetic moment distribution are taken into account. The latter, called the

Bohr-Weisskopf effect is burdened with a high uncertainty, which is comparable in size to

the total contribution of QED corrections and hinders therefore a test of QED. To still be

able to make statement about the QED contributions Shabaev and co-workers presented

2001 the so-called specific difference ∆E′ between the HFS splitting in hydrogen-like

(∆E( 1s)) and lithium-like (∆E(2s)) electron configurations of the same isotope [SAY+01]

∆E′ = ∆E(2s) − ξ∆E(1s). (1.3)

The parameter ξ can be chosen such, that the contribution of the Bohr-Weisskopf effect

approximately cancels out. It is largely independent of the assumed model of nuclear

structure and can be calculated with high accuracy.

With the introduction of the specific difference the obstructive influence of the Bohr-

Weisskopf effect can be avoided, leading to the additional task to determine the HFS

transition wavelength in a lithium-like ion. An ideal candidate for such a measurement
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is bismuth, since the transition wavelength of both species is accessible with laser

spectroscopy. The transition wavelength for 209Bi82+is λ(1s) ≈ 244 nm and the lifetime

is O(τ (1s)) = 400 µs. For the case of 209Bi80+it is λ(2s) ≈ 1555 nm and O(τ (2s)) =

100 ms, respectively. Two experiments at the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenphysik (GSI)

Darmstadt are dedicated to measure both transitions. The SpecTrap experiment will

store the bismuth ions of the respective species in a liquid-helium cooled, cylindric

Penning trap and perform laser spectroscopy with the ions almost at rest [And12]. With

this experimental setup a much higher precision is expected since the uncertainty of the

velocity as well as the width of the velocity distribution is vanishingly small. Particularly

challenging is then the measurement of the fluorescence photons of the 2s HFS transition

due to the long wavelength in combination with a rather long lifetime. The LIBELLE

experiment on the other hand stores the respective ions in the experimental storage ring

(ESR) at a velocity of about 71 % of the speed of light to measure the transitions. The

advantage is, that the transition wavelength is Doppler shifted to a convenient wavelength

region for detection. Drawbacks are a reduced accuracy of the determination of the HFS

splitting, on the order of O(10−4) due to the uncertainty of the mean velocity and its

width and, especially for the lithium-like case, a low signal rate. Besides the long lifetime

of the state, which is even longer in the storage ring, due to time dilation by a γ-factor

of about 1.4, the difficult collection of fluorescence photons from the transition hinders

the detection. While the 1s transition in hydrogen-like bismuth was already measured in

the 90’s [Kla94, Win99], it took until 2011 to overcome these challenges and find the 2s

HFS transition in lithium-like bismuth [Loc13, Jö13]. The major difference to previous

beam times, and finally the key to success was the installation of a novel detection system

[HAG+13]. It is designed to efficiently collect forward emitted photons to benefit most

from the Doppler shift and the Lorentz boost of the emission characteristics. The system

contains a movable copper mirror which can be moved in and out of the beam position (cf.

chapter 3.3.2). The parabola shaped mirror has a 3 cm slit for the ions to pass through

and ideal focal features to send emitted fluorescence photons towards a highly selected,

red-enhanced photomultiplier. This new system made the measurement of the lithium-

like bismuth transition wavelength, as well as the lifetime of the excited state possible

for the first time. Shortcomings in the determination of the ions velocity during the 2011

beam time are connected to unexpectedly high uncertainties of the measured quantities

3
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when transformed to the ions rest frame. Therefore a second beam time was performed

in March 2014 with an improved determination of the ions velocity. In this beam time

the transition wavelength and lifetimes of the respective species were measured and the

uncertainties were improved to the < 10−4 level concerning the transition wavelength.

Besides a QED test using the specific difference, a second approach is in principle possible

involving the lifetimes of the measured HFS states. The transition probability is the

reciprocal of the lifetime [SST+98] and is directly connected to the g-factor of the bound

electron. By measuring the lifetime precise enough, i.e. ∆τ
τ ≤ 0.2 %, a test of QED is

possible, as well. Since the major task of the LIBELLE experiment was the determination

of the transition wavelength, the collected lifetime data will not yield a sufficiently high

precision for such a test.

For the successful measurement of the transition wavelength and lifetime of lithium-like

bismuth the movable mirror system was mandatory. To make this successful concepts

usable for other experiments, like the measurement of the 3P0 → 3P1 fine structure

transition in Be-like krypton [WKS+11] the detection system was adapted to the XUV

wavelength region. While the system used in the LIBELLE experiment was intended for

the optical wavelength region, the new system is going to convert fluorescence photons

with wavelengths <10 nm to photo-electrons. For this purpose the copper mirror is

replaced with a stainless steel cathode as electron source which is movable and has a

slit for the ions to pass through, as before. The produced electrons are guided electro-

magnetically towards a micro-channel-plate detector.

This thesis can be divided into two parts; one is dealing with the lifetime analysis of the

HFS states of H-like and Li-like bismuth based on the data obtained with the LIBELLE

experiment. The second part is about the design of a detection system for the XUV

photons based on the movable mirror concept. Therefore the outline of this thesis is as

follows:

• In chapter 2 the theoretical frame of the LIBELLE experiment is discussed. The

hyperfine splitting in atoms is discussed, as well as the transition probability which

can be understood as the reciprocal of the lifetime. In addition the lifetime will be

4



placed in context with the g-factor of the bound electron as a further option of a

QED test.

• The LIBELLE experiment will be introduced briefly in chapter 3. Especially the

aspects important for the lifetime analysis are presented.

• The major part of this thesis, namely the lifetime analysis itself is the content

of chapter 4. After a short discussion of the data structure with the relevant

measured quantities, the two beam-times, 2011 and 2014, are analyzed regarding

the lifetime of the two hyperfine states. Together with results from previous

theses, namely the wavelength determination of the HFS states, the g-factor can

be calculated, which is presented at the end of this chapter.

• The adaption of the detection system to the XUV region is the topic of chapter 5.

The basic modifications as well as the present realization are explained. The design

process was accompanied by simulations with the software package SimIon [Sim15]

which will be presented in this chapter, too. The results of the simulations are

compared to first commissioning measurements to obtain a better understanding

of the new setup.

• In chapter 6 a short summary and an outlook are given.

5





CHAPTER 2

HYPERFINE TRANSITIONS IN

HIGHLY CHARGED IONS

This chapter provides a summary of the theoretical framework required to interpret the

data acquired in the LIBELLE experiment. It deals with level splitting in the atomic

shell in general and the hyperfine structure in particular, with special focus on highly

charged ions.

The first priority of the experiment was the determination of the 1s hyperfine transition

wavelength in hydrogen-like bismuth and the 2s hyperfine transition wavelength in

lithium-like bismuth to extract the specific difference ∆E′ required for a test of bound

state QED calculations and to pave the way for more precise measurements of the

transitions in a Penning trap experiment (SpecTrap). Secondly the lifetime of the

respective states is of interest and was measured as well. The main focus of this work

is the lifetime analysis, defined as the reciprocal of the transition probability, which is

discussed in this chapter too.

For the intended QED studies the transition energy has to be measured. Besides this, the

lifetime determination can provide a QED test as well since the lifetime can be connected

to the g-factor of the bound electron, as explained at the end of this chapter.
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2 Hyperfine transitions in highly charged ions

2.1 Energy splitting, transition probability and lifetimes

Nils Bohr’s insight into the atomic structure was based on the equality of the electromag-

netic and the centripetal force combined with a quantisation of the angular momentum.

With this ansatz he was able to derive the energy levels of the hydrogen atom, i.e. an

one-electron system. Quantum-mechanically, the equivalent result can be obtained for

a hydrogen-like atom via the time-independent Schrödinger equation with the Coulomb

potential VC(~r) for a nucleus of charge Ze and an electron of charge −e:

Eψ(~r) =


∫
0

− ~2

2µ∇
2 + (−e) · Ze

4πε0r︸ ︷︷ ︸
:= VC(~r)

∫
0

 · ψ(~r) (2.1)

with ~ = h
2π and µ = me ·mN

me +mN
being the reduced Planck constant and the reduced mass

respectively. me and mN are the masses of the electron and the nucleus, respectively.

ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. By solving this formula discrete energy levels can be

calculated given by the energy eigenvalues

En = − 1
2µc

2α2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡ Ry∗

·Z
2

n2 (2.2)

with the fine structure constant α:

α = e2

4πε0~c
(2.3)

and the principal quantum number n ∈ N [Dem05]. The experimental observations of

energy level splitting made extensions of eq. 2.1 necessary. The first splitting observed

is called fine structure and contains three contributions, which are introduced by a

series expansion of the Dirac equation and are added to the non-relativistic Hamiltonian

(eq. 2.1). The three contributions and their corresponding energy shifts are given as:

1. the spin-orbit coupling with

∆E1 = −~µs · ~B =gµB
µ0Ze

8π~me〈r3〉
(~s ·~l) (2.4)

8



2.1 Energy splitting, transition probability and lifetimes

with g ≈ 2 and µB = e~
2me

it yields:

≈ µ0Ze2

8πm2
e〈r3〉

(~s ·~l), (2.5)

with the magnetic spin moment of the electron ~µs = gµB
~s
~ , the magnet field ~B

created by the nucleus at the position of the electron and the vacuum permeability

µ0 [HH04]. The scalar product can be written as:

(~s ·~l) = 1
2~

2 [j(j + 1)− l(l + 1)− s(s+ 1)] (2.6)

which is obtained by squaring the total angular momentum of the electron ~j:

~j = ~l + ~s with |~j| =
√
j(j + 1) · ~ (2.7)

Introducing the spin-orbit coupling constant a = µ0Ze2~2

8πm2
e〈r3〉 it can be shortened to:

∆E1 = a

2 [j(j + 1)− l(l + 1)− s(s+ 1)]. (2.8)

2. a relativistic correction of the kinetic energy with [Dem05]

∆E2 = −En
(Zα)2

n2

3
4 −

n

l + 1
2

 . (2.9)

3. the so-called Darwin term as correction of the potential energy [BHB83]

∆E3 = −En
(Zα)2

n
δl0. (2.10)

In combination it yields shifts or a fine structure splitting in dependence on the total

angular momentum j for a given principal quantum number n [BHB83]:

En,j = En +
∑

∆Ei = En

[
1 + (Zα)2

n

(
1

j + 1
2
− 3

4n

)]
(2.11)

9



2 Hyperfine transitions in highly charged ions

with j = l ± 1/2 and l = 0, 1, . . . ,n− 1.

Furthermore the energy levels are slightly shifted due to the interaction of the electron

with the quantized electromagnetic field, e.g. the zero-point radiation field. Continuous

emission and absorption of virtual photons within a time ∆t < ~/∆E, like illustrated in

fig. 2.1 take place. The actual point like charge becomes a sphere and the mean potential

(I) (II)

Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams describing the propagation of an electron including self energy
(I) and vacuum polarization (II) by means of a virtual photon.

energy of the electron is given by [Dem05]

〈Epot〉 = − Ze
2

4πε0

〈 1
r + δr

〉
(2.12)

The resulting shift of the energy levels is called Lamb shift.

There are still very small effects on the energy levels, which can not be explained by

the previous considerations, namely the hyperfine effects. They can generally be divided

into two types; those which introduce further actual splittings, called hyperfine structure

(HFS) effects and those which shift the energy levels without further splitting, called

isotope shifts. The former is introduced by the potentially present electromagnetic

multipole moments of the nucleus. The two most important are the magnetic dipole

moment and the electric quadrupole moment. The ions dealt with have one or three

electrons in the ground state, are in hydrogen- or lithium-like electron configuration and

therefore in a s-state over a closed shell. Since the average gradient of the electric field

induced by the electron in the s-state at the nucleus is spherically symmetric, energy shifts

of s-states do not have a dipole and no higher order multipole contribution. Therefore the

next section deals with the HFS introduced by the magnetic dipole moment in connection

with the electron spin s.

10



2.1 Energy splitting, transition probability and lifetimes

2.1.1 Hyperfine structure

The hyperfine structure splitting is due to the electromagnetic multipole moment of the

nucleus and its interaction with the electromagnetic field induced at the nucleus by the

electrons. For simplicity the HFS of hydrogen-like ions is explained in the following before

ions with multi electron configurations are discussed.

In approximation the HFS in hydrogen-like atoms in the groundstate is only due to the

dipol-dipol interaction of the magnetic moments of electron and nucleus. The magnitude

of the magnetic dipole moment of the nucleus ~µI is given by:

| ~µI | = gI · µN ·
√
I(I + 1). (2.13)

With the nuclear g-factor gI , the nuclear magneton µN and the nuclear spin quantum

number I. To describe the introduced magnetic dipole moment and the thus induced

magnetic field, a perturbation term has to be added to the Hamiltonian. It can be

separated into the interaction of the magnetic field with the orbital angular momentum
~l and with the spin of the electron ~s.

H = H0 + H~l +H~s︸ ︷︷ ︸
:= Hpert.

(2.14)

H0 includes already Coulomb interaction and corrections introduced by the fine structure.

While H~l can be neglected for states with l = 0, H~s and thus Hpert. is given by [BHB83]

Hpert. = µ0
4π

2
~2 gIµBµN

8π
3 δ(~r)(~s · ~I), (2.15)

the so called Fermi contact interaction with the Bohr magneton µB = e~
2me

. The energy

levels are than given by

EHFS(n, l, j) = En,l,j + A

2 [F (F + 1)− j(j + 1)− I(I + 1)] (2.16)

11



2 Hyperfine transitions in highly charged ions

with the total angular momentum of the electron ~j which is ~j = ~s for l = 0, the nuclear

spin ~I and the total angular momentum of the atom ~F as sum of ~j and ~I:

~F ≡ ~j + ~I = ~s+ ~I (for l = 0) (2.17)

and the hyperfine constant A

A = µ0
4π 4gIµBµN

1
j(j + 1)(2l + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 4

3 for l = 0

Z3

a3
µn

3 (2.18)

containing the modified Bohr radius aµ defined as

aµ = 4πε0~2

µe2 , (2.19)

which can be written in terms of the fine structure constant α (cf. eq. 2.3)

aµ = ~c
αµ

. (2.20)

The energy difference of a electronic s-state (l = 0) due to the hyperfine structure effects

can be written as:

∆EHFS = αgI
me

mp

F (F + 1)− I(I + 1)− s(s+ 1)
2s(s+ 1) mec

2 · (Zα)3

n3 (2.21)

The impact of the different level splittings in the atomic shell structure is schematically

shown for the two lowest energy levels of the hydrogen atom in figure 2.2

2.1.2 Transition probabilities and lifetimes

The transition probability between the HFS states determines the fluorescence rate which

can be expected in the experiment and needs to be known for adequate preparation. It

affects which detector should be used, mainly concerning its acceptance and signal to

noise ratio, and determines the needed measurement time.

To obtain an equation for the transition probability from an excited hyperfine state to the

ground state ΓF ′→F the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is needed. To the time-

12
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Energy
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-13.6
(n=1)

Bohr Finestructure

1S1/2
1S1/2

Lamb
shift

F=1

Hyperfine
structure

F=0
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λ ≈ 21 cm
τ ≈ 107 a

-3.4
(n=2)

0
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2P1/2
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F=1

Figure 2.2: Level splittings after [Dem05] in the hydrogen atom for the two lowest levels (not
to scale). With some typical values for the energy splitting and the famous hydrogen hyperfine
transition line with a wavelength of about 21 cm and a lifetime of about 107 years. The latter
provides information e.g. about the density distribution or the velocity of hydrogen atoms in the
universe and is therefore important for radio astronomy and cosmology.

independent Hamiltonian H0 as introduced in eq. 2.1 a time-dependent Hamiltonian as

perturbation H′pert.(t) is added:

i~
∂Ψ
∂t

= [H0 +H′pert.(t)]Ψ (2.22)

with

H′pert.(t) = − i~e
m

~A(t) · ~∇ (2.23)

With the vector potential ~A(t). Equation 2.22 describes absorption as well as emission

of a photon. The general solution is given by

Ψ =
∑
k

ck(t)Ψk(~r)e−iEkt/~ (2.24)
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2 Hyperfine transitions in highly charged ions

While Ψk are the undisturbed eigenfunctions, ck(t) is a time dependent coefficient. For

orthonormal wave-functions Ψk the probability to find the system in state k at a time

t can be written as |ck(t)|2. The probability for a transition Γi→f is now given by the

time derivative of the probability |cf(t)|2. By applying the dipole approximation and

integrating over the solid angle one obtains [BHB83]:

Γi→f = d

dt
|cf(t)|2 = 4α

3c2~
∆E3 |〈Ψf|~r|Ψi〉|2 (2.25)

With the definition ∆E = Ef − Ei. It is worth noting that for two-level systems as

discussed in the following the transition probability is the reciprocal of the lifetime and

vice versa:

Γi→f = d

dt
|cf(t)|2 = 1

τ
(2.26)

2.1.3 HFS splitting for high ZZZ, few electron ions

For ions in hydrogen configuration the same theoretical principles as discussed so far

can be applied since the quantum numbers regarding the electron are the same. For

experimentalists there is a crucial difference, though. The energy splitting of hyperfine

transitions depends on Z3 as shown in eq. 2.21 and the transition wavelengths in

hydrogen-like ions with Z & 70 are shifted towards much shorter wavelengths into the

optical region. Since the transition probability is proportional to ∆E3 as shown in

equation 2.25 the lifetime is strongly reduced as well by

1
τ

= Γi→f ∝ ∆E3 ∝ (Z3)3 = Z9 ⇒ τ ∝ Z−9 (2.27)

Both aspects are in favor of laser spectroscopy. However, new corrections have to be

added for high Z ions. Together with Z, the mass number A increases, and the charge

radius r′ defined for heavy nuclei as

r′ ≈ r0 ·A
1
3 (2.28)
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2.1 Energy splitting, transition probability and lifetimes

is larger as well. r0 is an empirical constant with a value between 1.2 fm and 1.5 fm. At

the same time with a larger Z the radius of the electron orbits r has to be reduced and

is given by:

〈r〉nlm = aµ
n2

Z

{
1 + 1

2

[
1− l(l + 1)

n2

]}
(2.29)

Which reads for the hydrogen ground state, i.e. n = 1, l = 0 and m = 0:

〈r〉100 = 3aµ
2Z . (2.30)

Nucleus and electron move closer together and the nuclear structure is gaining impor-

tance. In total there are six corrections for the energy splitting in high-Z ions:

1. The motion of the nucleus is influenced by the electron’s mass me, since the mass

of the nucleus MN is finite, resulting in a center of mass movement. The main

effect of recoil is taken into account by the reduced mass. For the energy level

splitting a over-all correction factor M has to be included [BE66] which reads in

the non-relativistic approximation

M =
(

MN

MN +me

)3
(2.31)

Especially for high Z this correction is very small since MN is much larger than

me and therefore MN
MN +me

≈ 1.

2. The Coulomb interaction between electrons can be sufficiently treated non-

relativistically, while for electrons seeing the almost unscreened nuclear Coulomb

potential relativistic effects have to be considered, therefore the relativistic correc-

tion A(Zα) is introduced [PPI73]:

A(αZ) = n3(2l + 1)κ(2κ(γ + nr)−N)
N4γ(4γ2 − 1) (2.32)

with κ = (−1)j+l+1/2(j + 1
2), γ =

√
κ2 − (αZ)2 and N =

√
n2
r + 2nrγ + κ2. nr is

the radial quantum number with n = nr + |κ|.
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2 Hyperfine transitions in highly charged ions

3. Of course the assumption of a point-like nucleus is incorrect. With a spatially

extended nucleus the charge distribution differs from a point-like charge. The

Breit-Rosenthal effect accounts for that by amending eq. 2.21 by the factor (1− δ).

4. In analogy the Bohr-Weisskopf (BW) effect takes the spatial distribution of the

nuclear magnetic moments into account via (1− ε).

5. QED effects like the Lamb shift, i.e. interaction of the electron with the zero-point

radiation field as depicted exemplary in fig. 2.1 are summarized in a further term
α
π∆EQED.

6. If more electrons are present and we have one s electron in a valence shell above a

full shell, one has to account for interelectron interaction. For this reason further

terms corresponding to a series expansion in the number of exchanged photons

between nucleus and valence electron are added to some extend

( 1
Z
B(Zα) + 1

Z2C(Zα) + . . .

)
. (2.33)

Here B(Zα) is influenced by the nuclear size and the distribution of the magnetic

moment and given to be

B(Zα) = B0(Zα)(1− δB)(1− εB), (2.34)

as discussed in [Bei00] in more detail. C(Z,Zα)
Z2 can be calculated via the Breit

equation as presented in [SAZ+00]. Those last two corrections are only needed for

systems with more than one electron.

All extensions added to eq. 2.21 and choosing l = 0 for an electronic s-state we obtain

[VGT+08]:

∆EHFS =αgI
me

mp

2I + 1
(s+ 1)mec

2 (αZ)3

n3 · M

×
{
A(αZ)(1− δ)(1− ε) + 1

Z
1
Z
B(αZ) + 1

Z2C(Z,αZ) + · · ·+ α

π
EQED

} (2.35)
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2.2 Tests of bound state QED in strong fields

2.2 Tests of bound state QED in strong fields

Equation 2.35 would already enable bound-state QED tests, if all implied corrections are

well known and the HFS energy splitting is measured. In the vicinity of the nucleus,

the electric and magnetic fields exceed by far those produced artificially via pulsed lasers

and superconducting magnets, respectively. Especially the 1s1/2 electron, but the 2s1/2
electron as well, is strongly influenced by those fields. Unfortunately the Bohr-Weisskopf

effect (cf. point 4, p. 16) is afflicted with a high uncertainty which is comparable

in size to the total contribution of QED corrections and hampers a direct test. For

this reason Shabaev and co-workers have suggested a new approach by introducing the

specific difference ∆E′ [SAY+01], which is covered in the next section.

2.2.1 The specific difference

The uncertainty of the Bohr-Weisskopf effect was estimated to be of the order of (20-30) %

[STK+97] obscuring the QED corrections. Therefore the so-called specific difference is

introduced as

∆E′ = ∆E(2s) − ξ∆E(1s). (2.36)

∆E(2s) and ∆E(1s) describe the ground state hyperfine splittings for lithium-like and

hydrogen-like ions, respectively. They can be written in the following form:

∆E(1s) =∆E(1s)
Dirac(1− ε

(1s)) + ∆E(1s)
QED (2.37)

∆E(2s) =∆E(2s)
Dirac(1− ε

(2s)) + ∆Eint(1− ε(int))

+ ∆E(2s)
QED + ∆Eint-QED (2.38)

Here the BW contribution ε(is) is separated from the one-electron, non-relativistic Dirac

term ∆E(is)
Dirac and the QED contribution ∆E(is)

QED with i = 1, 2. While i = 1 stands for

the 1s electron configuration in H-like, i = 2 represents the 2s electron configuration in

Li-like ions. For the later the interelectron interaction contributes to the energy splitting

via ∆Eint, and its corresponding BW effect (ε(1s), ε(2s), ε(int)) is accounted by ε(int). The

combined interelectron QED correction ∆Eint-QED can be understood as screened QED

17



2 Hyperfine transitions in highly charged ions

effect.

The BW correction depends on the electronic structure only via the radial components

f(r) and g(r) of the Dirac wave-function of the electron

Ψnkm(~r) =

 gnk(r)Ωkm(~n)

ifnk(r)Ω−km(~n)

 . (2.39)

With f(r) and g(r) one can define the two functions KS(r) and KL(r) [SST+98]

KS(r) :=

r∫
0
g(r′)f(r′)dr′

∞∫
0
g(r′)f(r′)dr′

(2.40)

KL(r) :=

r∫
0

(
1− r′3

r3

)
g(r′)f(r′)dr′

∞∫
0
g(r′)f(r′)dr′

(2.41)

which differ for the 1s and 2s states only by a small factor f(αZ) in the vicinity of the

nucleus (0 ≤ r ≤ 30 fm) [SAY+01]:

K
(2s)
S (r)

K
(1s)
S (r)

= K
(2s)
L (r)

K
(1s)
L (r)

= f(αZ). (2.42)

The BW correction depends linearly on KS(r) and KL(r), therefore eq. 2.42 can be

written in terms of the BW effect:

ε(2s)

ε(1s) = f(αZ)⇔ ε(2s) = f(αZ)ε(1s). (2.43)

The same can be deduced for ε(2s) and ε(int)

ε(int)

ε(2s) = fint(αZ)⇔ ε(int) = fint(αZ) f(αZ)ε(1s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε(2s)

(2.44)
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2.2 Tests of bound state QED in strong fields

Using the two last equations the contribution of BW effect in eq. 2.37 and eq. 2.38 can

be expressed using ε(1s) only. Choosing the factor ξ in eq. 2.36 to be

ξ = f(αZ)∆E(2s)
Dirac + fint(αZ)∆Eint

∆E(1s)
Dirac

, (2.45)

which is calculated for the case of bismuth to be ξ = 0.16885 in order to effectively cancel

the influence of the BW effect on the specific difference ∆E′:

∆E′ = ∆E(2s) − 0.16885∆E(1s). (2.46)

Now, the specific difference can be separated into a QED and a non-QED term

∆E′ = ∆E(2s)
Dirac + ∆Eint − ξ∆E(1s)

Dirac︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆Enon-QED

+ ∆E(2s)
QED + ∆Eint-QED − ξ∆E(1s)

QED.︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆EQED

(2.47)

As the non QED-term can be accurately calculated, we can then use the measured specific

difference to test the predicted QED corrections.

2.2.2 ggg-factor determination

The transition probability of the hyperfine transition is directly connected to the bound

g-factor of the electron. To emphasize that dependence equation 2.25 can be rewritten

for the respective electron configuration. For one electron over a closed shell, e.g. in

lithium-like configuration, the interelectron interactions have to be taken into account.

To extract the g-factor, the transition energy needs to be known, as well as the transition

probability itself. Since the latter is the reciprocal of the lifetime, it can be determined

by measuring the HFS fluorescence count rate over time.
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2 Hyperfine transitions in highly charged ions

Hydrogen-like ions

For the ground state of hydrogen-like ions the transition probability can be written as

follows using the Eckart-Wigner theorem [SST+98]

1
τ

= ΓF ′→F =α∆E3
HFS

c2
(2F ′ + 1)(2j + 1)3

(3j(j + 1)

·

 j F ′ I

F j 1


2

·

 ∞∫
0

g(r)f(r)r3dr

2

, (2.48)

and can be expressed as a function of the involved g-factor [Sha98] using

1
τ

= ΓF ′→F = α

3
∆E3

HFS
m2
e

I

2I + 1

[
g(e) − g(n)I

me

mp

]
, (2.49)

with the nuclear g-factor given as

g
(n)
I = 〈IMI |µ(n)z |IMI〉

µNMI
(2.50)

and g(e) being the sought after, bound 1s electron, g-factor. Inserting the measured

HFS splitting ∆EHFS and the measured lifetime, an experimental value for g(e) can be

obtained.

The theoretical value has to include different corrections to the g-factor from the Dirac-

equation to be comparable to the one which is experimentally determined. In [MOS+04]

basically four corrections are added to the Dirac value and the g-factor amounts to:

gtheo = gD + ∆gQED + ∆g(e)rec + ∆gNS (2.51)

gD is the g-factor value for an electron within a potential, i.e. a bound electron-nucleus

system obtained from the Dirac equation. ∆gQED denotes QED corrections, ∆g(e)rec

corrects for the nuclear recoil and ∆gNS accounts for the nuclear size. These contributions

are listed in tab. 2.1 respectively, after [MOS+04]. With these corrections the g-factor of

the bound electron in hydrogen-like bismuth is calculated to be:

gH,theoe = 1.731014031 (1345). (2.52)
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2.2 Tests of bound state QED in strong fields

Table 2.1: The individual contributions from eq. 2.51 to the bound g-factor in hydrogen-like
bismuth, after [MOS+04].

gD 1.727610835 (2)
∆gQED 0.0028994 (9)

∆g(e)rec 0.000001796 (-)
∆gNS 0.000502 (1)

gH,theoe 1.731014031 (1345)

Lithium-like ions

To account for the inter-electronic interaction equation 2.48 has to be extended. For the

general case of a many-electron atom it is given after [SST+98] by

1
τ

= ΓF ′→F = α∆E3
HFS

3c2 (2F ′ + 1)J(2J + 1) ·

J F ′ I

F J 1


2

γ2(J) (2.53)

with

γ(J) = 〈JMJ |
∑
i[~ri × ~αi]z|JMJ〉
MJ

(2.54)

J and MJ are the total electronic angular momentum and its projection, respectively.

However, for the experimental determination of the 2s HFS in lithium-like bismuth

eq. 2.49 still holds true [Sha15]. What has to be adapted is the theoretical calculation

for the bound 2s electron g-factor. A term for the interelectron interaction ∆gint has to

be added to eq. 2.51:

gtheo = gD + ∆gint + ∆gQED + ∆g(e)rec + ∆gNS (2.55)

The individual contributions for Li-like bismuth are listed in tab. 2.2 respectively, after

[MSQ08]. With these corrections the g-factor of the bound 2s electron in lithium-like

bismuth is calculated to be [MSQ08]:

gLi,theoe = 1.93473934 (330). (2.56)
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2 Hyperfine transitions in highly charged ions

Table 2.2: The individual contributions from eq. 2.55 to the bound g-factor in lithium-like
bismuth, after [MSQ08].

gD 1.93006882 (-)
∆gint 0.002175 (3)
∆gQED 0.0024077 (13)

∆g(e)rec 0.0000003 (4)
∆gNS seste0.00008752 (17)

gLi,theoe 1.93473934 (330)

Together with the theoretical transition wavelength, λLi,theo = (797.16±0.14) meV found

by Volotka et al. [VGA+12] a more precise prediction of the lifetime can be obtained via

eq. 2.49 yielding:

τLi,theo = (82.85± 0.61) ms. (2.57)

Compared to the 1998 published value from Shabaev et al. [Sha98] which is given to be:

τLi,theo = (82.0± 1.4) ms. (2.58)
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CHAPTER 3

THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A short description of the experimental set-up is given in this chapter. The most

important components and the relevant aspects for the lifetime measurements are

presented. An in-depth description of the LIBELLE setup can be found in the theses of

M. Lochmann [Loc13] and R. Jöhren [Jö13].

3.1 The GSI accelerator structure

The accelerator facility at the GSI is capable to provide experimentalists with ions of

all known isotopes accelerated up to 90 % of the speed of light. For this purpose lowly

charged ions are produced in an ion source which is in the case of bismuth a metal vapor

vacuum arc ion source. After production the ions are accelerated up to 20 % of the

speed of light via the universal linear accelerator (UNILAC) before they are injected

into the ring accelerator SIS18. The SIS18 accelerates the highly charged ions further

up to 90% of the speed of light. To produce higher charge states the ions can be send

through a stripper foil where further electrons are removed from the respective ion. After

selection of the desired charge state the highly charged ions (HCI) are then injected into

the experimental storage ring (ESR) for the particular application.
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3 The experimental set-up

3.2 The experimental storage ring ESR

The ESR contains six dipole and twenty multi-pole magnets spread along a beam-line

with 108 m circumference to keep the stored ions on orbit and focus the ion beam in

transversal direction. To improve the properties of the ion beam, concerning energy

spread, divergence and spatial transversal size an electron cooler is present. Inside

the cooler the ion beam is brought into overlap with the electron beam over a length

of 2.5 m. The velocity of the electrons is adjusted to match average velocity of the

ions and, by Coulomb interaction, the momentum spread of the ions is then reduced

to ∆ p/p ≈ 10 5 10 4 [NLJ+13],[UAD+15]. Via the applied acceleration potential U the

device defines the velocity of the ions, β, as well:

γ =
(

1 + Ekin
E0

)
=
(

1 + −e · U
me · c2

)
(3.1)

β =
√

1− 1
γ2 (3.2)

e, me, E0 and Ekin are the charge, mass, rest energy and kinetic energy of the electron.

Opposite of the electron cooler another straight section with detection systems is located.

The continuous ion beam can be divided into several ion bunches by changing the

amplitude of radio-frequency (RF) cavities which are driven with a harmonic of the ion’s

revolution frequency. Zero volt amplitude leads to homogeneously distributed ions inside

the ESR, the so called coasting mode; a non-zero amplitude, typically 500 V, compresses

the ions in our case into two bunches.

Two entrance windows for a laser beam in the north-east and the south-east corners of

the ring enable collinear and anti-collinear laser spectroscopy respectively.

3.3 The LIBELLE experiment

For the LIBELLE experiment lithium- and hydrogen-like bismuth ions were accelerated

to 400 MeV/u, corresponding to a β-factor of about 0.71. During the beam time 2011

a lifetime measurement was only performed with Li-like bismuth and only in bunched

mode. In 2014 lifetime data for ions with both electron configurations were taken in

bunched and partly in coasting mode.
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3.3 The LIBELLE experiment

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the ESR with its six dipole magnets (orange), twenty multi-
pole magnets (red) and the RF cavities in purple. The electron cooler is shown in yellow with
the detection region on the opposite side labeled “Photon”. The two entrance windows for the
laser in the north east and south east are drawn as well. Picture taken from [San12].

The ions are excited via a laser system described in section 3.3.1 in more detail. In case

of a bunched beam the RF cavities are driven with the second harmonic of the ion’s

revolution frequency, i.e. νRF ≈ 4 MHz, to separate the ions into two bunches. One

bunch is illuminated by the laser to be used as signal bunch, the second bunch is treated

as reference. With this distinction a background correction of the data can be done. The

same concept can be used for coasting beam, although no bunches are present. In that

case only a part of the homogeneously distributed ions are excited, the remaining part

can be used as reference. Independent whether coasting mode or bunched mode is used,

a down-scaled version of the RF coming from the master oscillator applied at the cavities

serves in addition as trigger for the laser as well as for the data acquisition (DAQ).

When the laser is on resonance, HFS transitions can be excited and the ions subsequently

de-excite by emitting fluorescences light which has to be detected via two different

detection systems for the corresponding bismuth species. Both detection systems are

explained in section 3.3.2.
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3.3.1 Laser system

In the rest frame the two transitions of interest have a wavelength of λHrest ≈ 244 nm and

λLirest ≈ 1555 nm, respectively. The corresponding wavelength in the laboratory frame

can be calculated via eq. 3.3. The plus sign represents collinear excitation, the minus

sign stands for the anti-collinear case, the ion’s velocity is given by β ≈ 0.71:

λ↑↑,↑↓lab = λ0

(
(1± β)2

1− β2

) 1/2

= λ0
1

γ(1± β) (3.3)

Since the hydrogen-like ions are excited anti-collinearly a laser wavelength of λHlab ≈

590 nm is needed. The lithium-like ions are excited collinearly, therefore the required

wavelength is shortened to λLilab ≈ 640 nm. Both wavelengths can be provided by the same

dye laser by exchanging the dye. The used laser was a SIRAH Cobra Stretch dye laser

that was driven by a frequency doubled Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Pro 290-30 pulsed

Nd:YAG pump laser with λ = 532 nm (cf. fig. 3.2). The incoming beam of the pump laser

is split via two beam splitters into three partial beams for three amplification stages. For

the first stage one part is sent directly from the first beam splitter through the active

medium of the oscillator which is a cubic dye cell. For wavelength selection a diffraction

grating is positioned at the end of the oscillator. In 2011 this grating was moved directly

via a step motor to perform the wavelength selection (Littrow configuration, cf. fig. 3.3

(a)). In 2014 this selection was done via an additional mirror which is tiltable via a step

motor, while the grating is fixed (Littman-Metcalf configuration, cf. fig. 3.3 (b)). While

the line-width was about 19 GHz with the Littrow configuration it was improved with

the Littman-Metcalf configuration to about 2 GHz.

After this stage the laser beam is decoupled and sent through the active medium on a

higher level, where it is overlapped with the second part of the pumping beam for further

amplification. The main amplification cell is a cylindric cell where the last stage takes

place using the third partial beam with the major part of the pumping power.

After this amplification the dye laser emits 10 ns pulses with an energy of about 100 mJ

and a repetition rate of 30 Hz.

Several optics are used to send the beam properly to the ESR entrance windows and

switch between the path for collinear (cf. fig. 3.2, solid red path) and anti-collinear
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3. The LIBELLE Experiment

Figure 3.3.: Scheme of the laser setup used in the LIBELLE experiment [San12].

before exiting the laser housing. A more detailed description of the laser system can be
found in [Loc13].

The laser was overlapped with the ion bunch inside the electron cooler over a length of
roughly 2.5 m. The pulses of the laser had to be synchronized with the bunches. This was
achieved by connecting the frequency signal given by the master oscillator driving the ESR
RF cavities divided by a factor of two to a coincidence unit along with the properly delayed
output of the lamp trigger of the Spectra Physics pumping laser. While the lamp trigger was
running with 30 Hz, the Q-switch of the pumping laser was triggered by the output of the
coincidence unit, which then caused the dye laser to emit a light pulse synchronized to the
signal bunch. Typical pulse energies of the dye laser were around 140 mJ at a pulse length
of 4-7 ns [Nör12]. While searching for the transitions, initially the broad-band mode was

20

Figure 3.2: Scheme of the laser system as it was used for the LIBELLE experiment during
the beam-time 2011 [San12]. The pump laser beam is split into three partial beams via two
beam splitters. Two of those beams are used for pre-amplification in a cubic cell. The main
amplification takes place in a cylindrical dye cell with the third part of the pump laser beam.
The major difference compared to the beam-time 2014 concerns the wavelength selection via
the diffraction grating, which was performed with Littrow configuration in 2011 and Littman-
Metcalf configuration in 2014. The later is not shown in the scheme. Additional optics enable
wavelength verification via an stabilized He-Ne-laser in combination with a wave-meter. The
remaining mirrors direct the beam to the ESR via the solid red path for collinear or the dashed
orange path for anti-collinear spectroscopy.

spectroscopy (cf. fig. 3.2, dashed orange path).

At each wavelength step the laser stays for several laser pulses before proceeding to the

next step (cf. fig. 3.4a). To gain higher statistics the laser scans multiple times over

the resonance. For a dedicated lifetime measurement the laser frequency is fixed at the

wavelength with highest count rate, i.e. at resonance. As before the laser emits light

with a repetition rate of 30 Hz (cf. fig. 3.4b). For 209Bi82+ the time between two laser

shots is long enough for the ions to decay and a lifetime measurement can be performed
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Figure 3.3: The wavelength selection is done by tilting the diffraction grating in Littrow
configuration (a) and by tilting an additional mirror in Littman-Metcalf configuration (b).
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(b) For a dedicated lifetime measurement the laser frequency was set to the wavelength
with highest fluorescence rate, which is at resonance. The scan was aborted and the laser
was fixed at the resonance frequency. For hydrogen-like bismuth (upper part) the laser
pulse scheme is unchanged and the ions can de-excite due to their short lifetime between
two shots. For lithium-like bismuth (lower part) the lifetime is too long. Therefore a
shutter has to be introduced which blocks the laser after about 500 ms to let the ions
de-excite for about 1000 ms.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the different measurement modes.
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3.3 The LIBELLE experiment

without any hardware changes. For 209Bi80+ the interval length is not sufficient due to

the long lifetime (O(τ (2s)) = 100 ms) of the state. Therefore the laser system has to

be supplemented by a shutter which is closed after several laser shots. Like this the

measurement interval is extended from 33 ms to 1500 ms. The ions are excited during

the first 500 ms, than the shutter closes and the excited HFS states decay over 1000 ms

(cf. fig. 3.4b, bottom). To have the laser system accessible during the whole beam time

for inspection and optional maintenance, the lasers were located in a laser laboratory

next to the ESR cave. From this point the laser beam had to be transported over about

(50-80) m through a pipe system to the ESR entrance windows as shown in fig. 3.1.

During transport about half of the laser energy is lost due to the used optics and the

long transport distance [Loc13]. The laser beam enters the ESR through a window at

one of the dipole magnets in the north east corner for collinear, and in the south east

corner for anti-collinear spectroscopy respectively. Its radius is enlarged to about 15 mm

to ensure full spatial overlap with the ion beam.

Especially in bunched mode a synchronization between laser pulse and ion bunches is

essential for all measurements. To guarantee the temporal overlap the RF cavities and

the laser system are connected to the same 4 MHz master oscillator. The oscillator signal

was discriminated, divided by a factor of two and fed into a coincidence unit together

with a 30 Hz lamp trigger. For the latter a delay unit was present to adjust the phase

between laser pulses and ion bunches. The output of the coincidence unit was used as

trigger for the pump laser Q-switch which induced the intended light pulses of the dye

laser with the appropriate timing to illuminate the signal bunch∗.

3.3.2 Detection systems

The basic reason for performing this laser spectroscopy experiment at a storage ring is the

Doppler shift of the transition wavelength. The Doppler shift enables the excitation of

both electron configurations with the same laser (cf. eq. 3.3) and in addition the photon

detection is more efficient due to a higher quantum efficiency (QE) of the photomultiplier

in this wavelength region. The Doppler shifted wavelength of the emitted fluorescence

∗Or a corresponding part of the homogeneous distributed ions in coasting mode.
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3 The experimental set-up

photons is dependent on the emission angle Θ, relative to the beam direction and is given

by:

λ = λ0 · γ(1− β cos Θ) (3.4)

One drawback is the event rate in 209Bi80+, though. Since the lifetime is quite long

(∼ 82 ms) only a low signal rate is expected. Due to the relativistic velocity of the ions

the lifetime is dilated (∼ 116 ms) and the signal rate is even lower. In addition, the

collection of fluorescence photons, that are emitted randomly along the circumference of

the storage ring is much less efficient.

Mirror section

The straight mirror section was introduced 1993 and modified 1999 to its present state

by P. Seelig ([See99]) and now contains eleven cylindrical segments on top and eleven

elliptic mirror segments below the ion beam which are tilted by 15◦. In the upper part

three cutouts for view-ports are present where photomultiplier tubes can be mounted.

With this geometry the system is most efficient to detect photons with emission angles

Figure 3.5: Technical drawing of the segmented mirror section, perpendicular to the ion beam
direction (left) and parallel to the ion beam direction (right). The 65 cm long section contains
ten mirror segments, each with a length of 5.5 cm and an opening angle of 15◦. Two exemplary
photon tracks towards the detector are shown in the right drawing. [See99]

20◦ ≤ θ ≤ 60◦. A detailed description of this mirror system can be found in the originally

work of P. Seelig ([See99]) and in the work of R. Jöhren ([Jö13]) and M. Lochmann

([Loc13]) with special focus on the LIBELLE experiment.

With the segmented mirror section various experiments were performed successfully,

like [Kla94],[Win99]. The LIBELLE experiment used the segmented mirror section
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3.3 The LIBELLE experiment

successfully as well to investigate the HFS transition in hydrogen-like bismuth. The

detection of the HFS transition in lithium-like bismuth remained unsuccessful with this

system, though [Win99, Nö11].

The reasons why the segmented mirror section is apparently not suitable to detect the

HFS transition in 209Bi80+was investigated in the diploma thesis of D. Anielski ([Ani10]).

A crucial parameter for photon detection is the emission angle distribution which is

isotropic in the co-moving frame but is deformed by the Lorentz boost in the laboratory

frame. By the boost the solid angle is reduced and the emission of photons in forward

direction is enhanced. Those photons with emission angles θ ≤ 20◦ are Doppler shifted

far enough into a wavelength region for which the PMTs have a high quantum efficiency

(QE). Unfortunately the mirror section is not efficient in collecting those forward emitted

photons, as mentioned before. For this reason a novel detection system was introduced

as described in the next paragraph.

Movable mirror system

As it was shown in [Ani10] a detection system was needed capable to detect primarily

forward emitted photons. For this purpose a movable parabolic, oxygen free, high

conductive copper (OFHC) mirror with a central slit of about 3 cm corresponding to

3σ of the expected ion beam diameter was designed. As detector a highly selected low

Figure 3.6: Schematic overview of the movable mirror system. The first two figures show the
mirror system from above the ESR, the third from the perspective of the ions [Ani10].
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3 The experimental set-up

Table 3.1: Comparison between the two detection systems regarding signal and background
rate and the needed measurement time per wavelength to detect the signal with 3σ significance
[HAG+13].

signal rate background rate measurement time
[s−1] [s−1] [s]

Segmented mirror section 15.4± 0.5 626± 7 47.6± 0.9
Parabolic mirror 86.0± 0.6 453± 9 1.1± 0.01

noise R1017 Hamamatsu photomultiplier was used. During injection of the ions in the

ESR and beam preparation, i.e. beam cooling and bunching, the mirror can moved out

of the beam line to prevent interaction of the uncooled ion beam with the mirror. The

mirror can then be moved in to collect photons which are emitted under small angles up

to about 25◦. Like this forward emitted photons are collected with high efficiency. In

addition those photons are most efficiently detected by the PMTs since they experience

the largest Doppler shift. A comparison of the performance of the two different detection

systems obtained by simulations is given in table 3.1. For further details about the

parabolic mirror system please see [HAG+13].

3.3.3 Data acquisition (DAQ)

The center piece of the data acquisition was a customizable, GSI made VME based board

called VUPROM in combination with a CPU to collect and organize the data. The

VUPROM provides 16 scaler channels and 16 channels which were operated as multi-hit

double-buffer time-to-digital-converters, short TDCs. The CPU had to read out and

reset each channel, organize all accumulated data in an event structure and write it to

the GSI tape storage system called Gstore.

Start and stop signal for the TDC channels are given by the detector signals and the down-

scaled frequency of the master oscillator of the ESR, respectively. The TDC channel

content represents the number of clock cycles before the common stop with a clock

frequency of 300 MHz resulting in a 3.33 ns time resolution for the TDC channels.

The detectors read with the TDCs are four PMTs - three are of type 9422A located at

the mirror section and intended for the transition in hydrogen-like Bismuth (TDC ch.

1-3) and the fourth is the R1017 PMT of the parabolic mirror system for the detection

of the transition in lithium-like bismuth (TDC ch. 0). All PMT signals were amplified

by a factor of 100 via two stages of a CAEN Mod. 979 16 channel fast amplifier. The
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3.4 Beam time 2011

amplification is done close to the PMTs still inside the ESR cave before the signals were

sent to the measurement cabin. There they were inductively decoupled and afterwards

discriminated by a CAEN Mod. N843 16 channel constant fraction discriminator. The

resulting logic signals were fed into the respective channels of the VUPROM. A detailed

scheme of the cabling is presented in appendix A.1.

3.4 Beam time 2011

While the HFS transition in hydrogen-like bismuth was already measured before in laser

spectroscopy experiments, for example by Winter and co-workers [Win99], the search

after the transition in lithium-like bismuth was, for a long time, unsuccessful. Therefore

the major task of the LIBELLE beam-time in 2011 was the detection of this transition.

As a consequence a lifetime measurement of the upper HFS state was performed only

within the last few hours of the beam-time and only for 209Bi80+.

The CPU used for event readout and data organization then was a Motorola 68040,

VME-based computer board running the GSI Multi Branch System (MBS) software. To

reduce the data stream the 4 MHz of the master oscillator was reduced by a factor of

200 before being used as common stop signal. The data volume is enlarged during a

lifetime measurement, since absolute time-stamps have to be stored for each photon in

addition. The Motorola CPU was not able to handle such amount of data, therefore the

frequency of the master oscillator was divided by a factor of 400 instead of 200 for the

lifetime measurement.

With completion of the beam-time and start of the analysis it turned out, that the

overall result of the transition wavelength was burdened with a high uncertainty. This

uncertainty arose by the transformation of the wavelength to the laboratory frame,

because the velocity of the ions was not determined as accurately as expected. The

reason was the applied voltage of the electron cooler, which defines the velocity of the

ions and was not known well enough [Jö13, Loc13].

For this reason a second beam-time was scheduled for March 2014, with a much improved

determination of the ion velocities and an updated DAQ system.
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3 The experimental set-up

3.5 Beam time 2014

The major improvement for the second beam time was the possibility to measure the high

voltage applied at the electron cooler in-situ. This was achieved by the introduction of

a high precision voltage divider provided by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt

Braunschweig (PTB). The divider can handle voltages up to a maximum of 250 kV. With

this device the uncertainty was improved to the < 10−4 level.

Another improvement which was important for the lifetime measurement was the upgrade

of the data acquisition CPU. The old Motorola 68040 was exchanged by an new RIO4

real-time computer. The RIO4 CPU was capable of handling large data streams and

timestamps could be recorded during the whole beam-time without reducing the readout

frequency. Therefore the frequency of the master oscillator was divided by 200 for the

common-stop during the whole beam-time. Since timestamps were stored continually, a

part of the available data recorded during a scan over the resonance can also be used

for lifetime analysis. This is especially true for 209Bi82+, since no further modifications

are needed, concerning the measurement interval. For 209Bi80+all data is equipped with

the needed time information as well, but the lifetime to be measured is much longer.

Therefore the measurement interval has to be extended by the introduction of a shutter.

Otherwise only the first 33 ms of the decay curve with a laboratory lifetime of ≈116 ms

can be extracted from the recorded data, as already discussed in sec. 3.3.1.

3.5.1 DAQ load test
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Figure 3.7: A load test was performed with the new DAQ to ensure its proper functioning. If
no events are missed and the data is recorded without creating artifacts the ratio m

b should be
the same for the input values and the recorded output data.
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3.5 Beam time 2014

The new DAQ has to be able to record much more data since a time-stamp has to be

stored for each detected photon. Therefore it was tested by using a Tektronix arbitrary

function generator (AFG) to simulate photon events. For this purpose the AFG provided

a NIM signal with a certain frequency which was fed into the DAQ instead of the

discriminated PMT signals. To test the behavior of the hardware for the case that many

photons reach the detector a frequency roughly in the order of the expected photon count

rate was used as start condition. Furthermore the absence of artifacts during the decline

of the photon count rate was ensured. For that purpose the decrease of photon count

rate due to the lifetime of the excited state was resembled vaguely and were programmed

for the two different bismuth species as rate drops within the AFG. In both cases a linear

decline from a start frequency of 2267.8 Hz to 941.51 Hz was used, which represents

a decreasing photon count rate. For H-like bismuth this span was processed within

a time comparable to the measurement interval of 33 ms which is given by the laser

shot frequency of 30 Hz. In case of Li-like bismuth the span was processed within an

appropriate time corresponding to the measurement interval of 1.5 s which was created

by the introduced shutter. Those settings lead to a signal linearly decreasing in frequency

described by the two following equations, f(t) for the hydrogen-like settings and g(t) for

the lithium-like settings:

f(t) = νend − νstart
tend − tstart︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=m

·t+ νstart︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=b

= 941.51− 2267.8
0.0032− 0 · t+ 2267.8 (3.5)

f(t) = νend − νstart
tend − tstart︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=m′

·t+ νstart︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=b

= −41446.56 · t+ 2267.8 [1/s]

⇒ m

b
= −41446.56

2267.8 ≈ −18.28 [1/s] (3.6)

g(t) = νend − νstart
t′end − tstart︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=m′

·t+ νstart︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=b

= 941.51− 2267.8
1.49− 0 · t+ 2267.8 (3.7)

f(t) = νend − νstart
tend − tstart︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=m

·t+ νstart︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=b

= −890.13 · t+ 2267.8 [1/s]

⇒ m′

b
= −890.13

2267.8 ≈ −0.393 [1/s] (3.8)
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The corresponding data as recorded by the DAQ is shown in fig. 3.7 together with a linear

fit function. The obtained ratio m
b from the fit is identical to that previously calculated

for both measurement settings. It was therefore shown, that the new DAQ can handle

the much larger data stream adequately.
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CHAPTER 4

LIFETIME ANALYSIS

In this chapter the main focus is on the lifetime analysis of data taken for both bismuth

species in the different measurement modes. Systematic effects as also considered in

[Win99],[Kla94], are discussed and compared to the experimental data.

4.1 Basic data structure

The DAQ records a time-stamp via a multi-hit time to digital converter (TDC) for each

detected photon (TDC channels 0-3) and for the laser trigger (TDC ch. 15) with 3.33 ns

time resolution (corresponding to 300 MHz clock frequency of the TDC). The stored

value is the time between the event (e.g. laser shot, photon detection) and a common

stop signal which is provided by the ESR high-frequency master oscillator as described

in chapter 3. In case of the Li-like lifetime measurements a time-stamp for the shutter

closure was stored in the same way during the beam-time 2014 (TDC ch. 12). In 2011

this reference point was stored via a scaler (scaler ch. 31) filled with an 1 MHz signal.

Data were recorded at each common stop which occurs every 50 µs. For the analysis the

scaler corresponding to the ion current (scaler ch. 16), the electron cooler voltage (ch.

18), the divided RF (ch. 22), the laser status (ch. 27) and a 1 MHz clock (ch. 23) are

of importance. The current laser wavelength was measured by a separate PC connected

to an ATOS LM-007 lambda-meter which was read out via a LabView control program.
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4 Lifetime analysis

Data from the LabView control were transfered to the RIO4 CPU responsible for the

event readout and integrated into the data stream.

4.1.1 Ion current

The actual value for the ion current in mA can be calculated from the corresponding

scalers Ni as follows:

IIC =
(
NIC ·

1 · 106

Nclock
− 2059.3

)
· 10 5 mA. (4.1)

NIC contains information connected to the ion current itself and Nclock is a continuous

1 MHz clock. The ion current of each dataset used in the analysis was checked regarding

the proper time dependence (compare fig. 4.1, upper plot). An exponential decay is

expected because of losses due to interactions of the ions with the environment, like

electron capture in the cooler or collisions with residual gas inside the ESR. Data

exhibiting abnormal structures in the current are discarded (see fig. 4.1, lower plot).

The time dependent ion current can be fitted with

g(t) = I0 · exp {−t/τHCI}

with I0 being the amount of injected ions in mA after eq. 4.1 and τHCI the lifetime of

the ion beam. The beam has an average lifetime τHCI ≈ 30 minutes which is much larger

than the studied lifetimes of the HFS states. Therefore the ion current can safely be

assumed to be constant over the short time intervals (≤ 1.5 s) used in the lifetime fits.

A possible influence of the ion current on the lifetime, e.g. due to de-excitation in ion-ion

collisions, is discussed in section 4.4.5.

4.1.2 Accumulation of signal and reference data

For data stacking the revolution time trev. of the ions needs to be known. Therefore the

revolution frequency of the ions was measured regularly via a Schottky pick-up in bunched

beam mode to compensate deviations in the velocity of the ions due to fluctuations of

the electron cooler voltage. The value obtained in this way is used for the analysis.
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(a) Normal ion current behavior with a lifetime of about 30 min. Ion injection occurs
around minute 11 and 24.5. The rapid decrease shortly after the injection is due to beam
cooling.
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Figure 4.1: Ion current as function of time for different datasets. The ion current can be fitted
with an exponential yielding the mean storage time of the ions in the ESR. For the data analysis
only sets with regular behavior of the current as shown in fig. (a) are used. In such sets time
intervals shortly before and after injection are cut away as well as regions affected by beam
cooling.

Since the time resolution of the TDCs is 3.33 ns the corresponding histograms are chosen

to have the same bin-width such that the number of bins per revolution, the so called

cycle time bins, is given by:

trev.
3.33 ns/bin ≈ 153 bins (4.2)
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Each PMT signal has a time-stamp corresponding to its detection time relative to the

common stop. By sorting the signals into one of the 153 bins depending on their TDC-

time-stamp modulo the number of cycle time bins, one obtains a stacked histogram as

shown in fig. 4.2. The histogram depicts the bunch structure of the stored ions, since the
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Figure 4.2: Example of a stacked histogram filled with TDC-timestamps modulo the ion
revolution time together with a fit model described by eq. 4.4. The bin width matches the
TDC time resolution of 3.33 ns, the total range represents one circulation of the ions in the ESR.

common stop signal is connected to the master oscillator of the ESR which drives the

bunching cavities.

In such a histogram a signal, as well as a reference peak can be identified on top of a

homogeneous background. The signal region contains events from the ion bunch that

is excited by the laser beam (left peak in fig. 4.2), while the reference region contains

background signals caused by the ion bunch not in overlap with the laser (right peak in

fig. 4.2). The overall background D(IIC) is composed of four parts [HAG+13]:

DIC = DPMT +Dll +Drg(IIC) +Dh(IIC) (4.3)

DPMT is given by the dark count rate of the photo-multipliers, Dll accounts for photons

from light leaks in the ESR, Drg(IIC) is the contribution of photons from residual gas

excitation by the ion beam IIC and Dh(IIC) are photons produced if the ions from the

beam halo hit the movable mirror. While the homogeneous background is due to the

terms independent of the ion beam (DPMT, Dll), leading to an offset, the reference peak

is due to the terms which are dependent on the ion beam (Drg(IIC), Dh(IIC)). Of course
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the ion current dependent terms contribute to the signal peak as well. Therefore two

nearly identical peaks are expected after all excited ions are decayed.

The identification of signal and reference region is independent of the operating mode

of the ESR, namely homogeneous distributed ions in coasting mode or compressed ion

packets in bunched mode. For the coasting beam case, which was only used successfully

for H-like bismuth ions, an example is shown in fig. 4.3. Since the free revolution

frequency cannot be measured in bunched mode via a Schottky pick-up, it has to be

determined regularly in coasting mode. Fig. 4.3 contains in the left half signals from

those ions that are in overlap with the laser pulses, while the rest of the ions cause a

homogeneous background distribution. The presence of signal and background regions
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Figure 4.3: Data with coasting ion beam. One can identify a signal region (left/green) and a
background region (right/red). In this case the histogram was cut in half to define the background
and signal regions.

enables background correction as discussed in the next sections.

4.2 Extraction of lifetime curves

To extract the lifetime of the HFS states from the data, the fluorescence photon count

rate versus time needs to be investigated. For this purpose a time-stamp as reference

point is needed, hereinafter called reference-time-stamp. For H-like data it is given by the

laser shot itself, for Li-like data the time of shutter closure is used. After subtraction of

the reference-time-stamp, the arrival times of the observed events are then accumulated

in timing bins with a width of 25 µs for the H-like case and 5 ms for Li-like ions. Two
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4 Lifetime analysis

alternative methods are used to further process the data. Firstly the fit-method where

for each timing bin the peak shapes of the resulting stacked histograms (as shown in

Fig. 4.2) are fitted with an appropriate model and the difference of signal and reference

peak is obtained from the fit. Secondly the bin-method, where events within a chosen

window around the centers of the signal and reference peak are summed up and used

directly.

4.2.1 Fit method

For data taken in bunched mode a number of stacked histograms like shown in fig. 4.2 are

created, each comprising data from a fixed time interval after the reference point. The

two peaks in the individual histograms are fitted using two Gaussians, each convoluted

with an exponential decay (so-called exponentially modified Gaussians, short EMG) on

top of a constant background, using the following function

f(t) = A
2 · λ1

· exp
{

σ2
1

2 · λ2
1

+ t0 − t
λ1

}
·
(

erf
{
t− t0√
2 · σ1

− σ1√
2 · λ1

}
+ λ1
|λ1|

)
+ A+ ∆A

2 · λ2
· exp

{
σ2

2
2 · λ2

2
+ t′0 − t

λ2

}
·
(

erf
{
t− t′0√
2 · σ2

− σ2√
2 · λ2

}
+ λ2
|λ2|

)
+ c1 . (4.4)

The exponential tails of the EMGs describe background from residual gas atoms which

are excited via collisions with the highly charged ions and produce an afterglow. The fit

model is parameterized in a way that the parameter ∆A is directly the difference between

the areas of the signal and background peaks. By plotting the ∆A values obtained for each

timing bin against the central time value of that bin, one obtains a background corrected

lifetime curve of the HFS state under consideration. Figure 4.4 displays an example of a

lifetime curve obtained using the fit-method from a subset of the data taken for Li-like

Bismuth in the 2014 beam-time. The plot starts with the shutter closure after which an

exponential decay of the excited ions is observed. After 1 s the shutter is opened again

and the upper HFS state is repopulated by laser excitation. The first part of the curve

is fitted with an exponential decay model

f(t) = N0 · exp
{
− t
τ

}
+ c2 (4.5)
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Figure 4.4: Lifetime curve obtained using the fit-method from a subset of the data taken for
Li-like Bismuth in the 2014 beam-time.

where N0 is the number of initially excited ions, τ the desired lifetime and c2 a constant

offset. While the main features of the curve are as expected, we observe a significant

negative offset that should be zero if the background subtraction works as expected. The

origin of this offset is discussed in section 4.2.4.

4.2.2 Bin method

While the fit-method takes the complete peak shape of the signal or reference bunches

into account which, especially in the tail regions, is not always perfectly described by

the EMG model, a second, simpler method has been developed that tries to improve

the signal to noise ratio by discarding those parts of the peaks that are dominated by

background. If we compare histograms of the bunch structure right after laser excitation

of the ions (fig. 4.5, left, blue curve) to histograms compiled from data taken after several

half-lives (fig. 4.5, left, red curve), we can determine which bins of the histograms contain

the actual fluorescence signal of the HFS-state under consideration. Fig. 4.5, right hand

side, displays the difference of the blue and red distributions, with a clear signal peak

emerging around bin 60. By summing up all counts within a ±nσ window around the

peak center and plotting the result against the central value of the timing bin, from which

the histograms have been extracted, one again obtains a lifetime curve of the transition

(see fig. 4.6, upper plot). Initially a window of ±nσ = ±2σ was chosen for the analysis.

To optimize the window width for the final lifetime value a systematic variation of the

window width was done and is presented later.
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Figure 4.5: Left, blue histogram: signal and reference bunch at 2.5 ms (top) and at 1497.5 ms
(bottom) after shutter closure. The red curve in the two plots corresponds to the situation at the
end of the decay interval at about 800 ms. Right: difference of the two histograms shown on the
left, fitted with a Gaussian function.

If the summed counts from a window of equal width around the reference peaks are

subtracted for each data-point, one again obtains a background corrected version of the

lifetime curve (see fig. 4.6, lower plot). As observed with the fit-method, we find an

unexpected negative offset of the lifetime curve in the background corrected version that

will be discussed in section 4.2.4.

When looking at figure 4.6 one finds that the background correction by subtraction of

counts from the reference peak is actually counter-productive when trying to reduce the

statistical uncertainty of the extracted lifetime value. This is because in order to eliminate

the background we have to subtract two large quantities with statistical uncertainties

given by
√
N and similar magnitude. The resulting error bar on the difference is ∆Ndiff =

√
Ns +Nr, while the uncertainty on the number of counts in the signal region alone is

∆Ns =
√
Ns. The background subtraction therefore only makes sense, if we observe

distortions or non-statistical fluctuations in the lifetime curve, that need to be corrected
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Figure 4.6: Upper plot: 209Bi80+lifetime plot with uncorrected signal, χ2
red. = 1.00±0.10. Lower

plot: Difference between signal and reference data leading to a background corrected lifetime
curve, χ2

red. = 1.11±0.10. In both cases the signal peak emerges at bin 56 and the reference peak
at bin 132 and a window of ±2σ, i.e. 8 bins width, was used around those positions.

for. As both lifetime curves displayed in figure 4.6 are well described by the model fit

with reduced χ2-values close to one and consistent lifetime results, we can actually omit

the background subtraction in the further analysis of the data.

4.2.3 Comparison of both methods

When comparing figure 4.4 and figure 4.6, it is found that the uncorrected bin-method

actually provides smaller error bars and a clearer signature of the individual laser pulses

in the excitation phase of the lifetime curve for 209Bi80+than the background corrected

version of the bin-method or the fit-method. Furthermore the background correction in

both cases does not work as intended and leads to an unexpected negative background

in the lifetime curve. Therefore the uncorrected bin-method will be used for the lifetime

analysis of the two LIBELLE beam-times described in sections 4.3 and 4.4.
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4 Lifetime analysis

4.2.4 Offset of lifetime curves for the Li-like HFS state

In the background corrected decay curves for 209Bi80+a significant negative offset has

been observed both with the fit-method and with the bin-method. Such an offset should

not be present if the two ion bunches stored in the ESR contain on average the same

number of ions. After all excited states in the signal bunch have decayed the remaining

signal in the PMTs is only due to ion interactions with the environment. This should be

the same for signal and reference bunch leading to a vanishing difference.

After thoroughly checking the analysis code and a large number of tests on the acquired

data, it was concluded that there is a physical effect that causes the signal bunch to

loose ions faster over time than the reference bunch. This effect can be seen when

plotting the offset of the lifetime curve as a function of time after the injection of the ions

into the storage ring. Figure 4.7 displays offsets determined from two minute intervals

after injection. Despite relatively large uncertainties, a clear trend towards significantly
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Figure 4.7: Offset of the lifetime curve versus time since last ion injection into the ESR. On the
upper plot the ion current as function of time is shown for seven different datasets. Separated
into five time windows, i.e. 2-4 minutes, 4-6 min., 6-8 min., 8-10 min. and 10-12 min. since
injection. For those five segments a lifetime curve is extracted. To obtain the offset of the curve
it is fitted with an exponential fit function (eq. 4.5). The results indicate a trend to a negative
offset for longer storage times of the ions.

negative offsets is visible for larger storage times, pointing to a physical origin of the

observed effect. As this loss occurs only slowly over several minutes it does not influence

the lifetime extracted from 1.5 second intervals besides causing the observed offset.

A plausible explanation of this observation is provided by the effect of laser induced

recombination as discussed in [KKW+97, BBE+95]. In the electron cooler of the ESR
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4.2 Extraction of lifetime curves

the ion beam is overlapped with an electron beam of precisely known velocity to cool

the ions. The laser excitation of the ions happens on the same side of the storage ring,

which means that when a laser pulse arrives, we have an intense photon beam in addition

to the ions and electrons in the cooler. By irradiation with the laser field it is possible

to combine free electrons and ions into specific high-lying Rydberg states of the highly

charged ions following the reaction

An+ + e− + ~ω → A(n−1)+ + 2~ω . (4.6)

This effect has previously been observed using bare Ar18+ ions at the ESR by Borneis et

al. [BBE+95]. With an additional captured electron the charge state of the HCI changes

and the ions are not longer hold on orbit inside the ESR, but get lost. In contrast to
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Figure 4.8: Extracted lifetime curve for 209Bi82+using the background correction within the
bin-method. No significant offset can be observed.

the data taken for Li-like Bismuth, no negative offset was observed for the H-like case.

This is explained by the fact, that laser induced recombination is a resonant process that

requires a Rydberg state with an appropriate level energy to be available. In the H-like

case the energy of the laser photons in the ions rest frame is 5.1 eV, more than six times

higher than in the Li-like case and at that energy, there is apparently no suitable energy

level present for laser induced recombination to happen at a significant scale (cf. fig. 4.8).
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4.3 Beam time 2011

The focus of the 2011 beam-time was the search for the HFS resonance in lithium-like

bismuth, which was unsuccessful in earlier experiments [Kla94, Win99]. While this search

was a success [Jö13, Loc13], there were only a few hours left at the end of the beam-time

for a measurement of the lifetime of the state.

To measure the 209Bi80+ lifetime a shutter was introduced into the laser setup to block

the laser shots during periodic intervals and extend the time in which the ions can de-

excite without being excited by the laser again. This is necessary due to the long lifetime

of 209Bi80+ of about τ labtheory ≈ 116 ms (as predicted by [SST+98]). In the last three hours

of the beam-time 2011 the shutter was in operation and 12 data sets were recorded from

which seven fulfilled the selection criteria (see sec. 4.1) and were used for the lifetime

analysis. All datasets were recorded with bunched ion beam.

4.3.1 Lifetime analysis

The lifetime curve extracted via the bin-method is shown in figure 4.9 together with the

fit function given in eq. 4.5.
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Figure 4.9: Lifetime data extracted via the bin-method for lithium-like bismuth from the beam-
time 2011 together the fit function (eq. 4.5) consists out of an exponential decay and a constant
offset. For the extraction a window around the signal peak at bin 116 with a width of ±2σ,
i.e. 14 bins, was used. For the lifetime fit only the green, filled circles are used. After about
950 ms the shutter reopens and the ions are excited again. The reduced χ2 is close to one with
χ2

red. = 1.11± 0.10.
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4.3 Beam time 2011

The result for the lifetime is:

τLi
bin = (117.1± 7.9) ms (4.7)

χ2
red. = 1.11± 0.10

The given error is purely statistical.

With the given fit function only about 67 % of the data, namely the first 950 ms, are used.

The remaining part shown in figure 4.9 as gray, unfilled circles, depicts the excitation

phase during which the upper HFS state is repopulated. To make use of those remaining

33 % of the data the previous fit-model can be extended by taking into account processes

of excitation, as well as stimulated emission and spontaneous emission. The rate equation

for the population of the upper HFS state N2(t) than reads:

Ṅ2(t) = N1(t)B12 u−N2(t)B21 u−N2(t)A21 , (4.8)

with the Einstein coefficients

A21 = 1
τ

B21 = A21
λ3

8πh g1B12 = g2B21 . (4.9)

The coefficient for spontaneous emission A21 contains the mean lifetime τ . g1 and g2 are

the number of magnetic sub-states of the ground state (F = 4) and the excited state

(F = 5) of the given HFS transition. N1(t), N2(t) are the occupation numbers of the

respective state, which yield to the total number of stored ions N via N = N1(t) +N2(t).

u denotes the spectral energy density. Equation 4.8 can be re-written as follows:

Ṅ2(t) =N1(t)g2
g1
B21 u−N2(t)B21 u−N2(t)A21

=
{
g2
g1
N1(t)−N2(t)

}
B21 u−N2(t)A21

=
{
g2
g1

(N −N2(t))−N2(t)
}
λ3u

8πh
1
τ
−N2(t) 1

τ

=
{
g2
g1
N −

(
g2
g1

+ 1
)
N2(t)

}
λ3u

8πh
1
τ
−N2(t) 1

τ
(4.10)
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With the abbreviation φ := λ3u
8πh eq. 4.10 simplifies to

Ṅ2(t) =g2
g1
N
φ

τ
−
(
g2
g1

+ 1
)
N2(t)φ

τ
−N2(t) 1

τ

=g2
g1
N
φ

τ
−


(
g2
g1

+ 1
)
φ

τ
+ 1
τ

N2(t)

= g2
g1
N
φ

τ︸ ︷︷ ︸
:= a

−


(
g2
g1

+ 1
)
φ+ 1

τ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

:= b

N2(t) (4.11)

=a− bN2(t) (4.12)

The differential equation 4.12 can be solved by

N2(t) = a

b
+ c e−b t , (4.13)

where c is a constant, introduced by the boundary conditions at t = 0 and is therefore

given by

N2(0) = a

b
+ c ⇒ c = N2(0)− a

b
. (4.14)

Together it yields

N2(t) = a

b
+
(
N2(0)− a

b

)
exp (−b t) (4.15)

Stimulated emission as well as excitation do not take place during the full measurement

interval since the laser is blocked for a defined time. Therefore a distinction is needed,

with the two cases

1. t ≤ tc: The laser is blocked, therefore only spontaneous emission takes place

2. t > tc: The ions are excited by the the laser and all three processes are taken into

account
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4.3 Beam time 2011

The corresponding fit function is given by

f(t) =


s ·N2(0) exp

(
− t
τ

)
+ d for t ≤ tc (laser off)

s ·
[
a

b
+
(
N2(tc)−

a

b

)
exp (−b (t− tc))

]
+ d for t > tc (laser on)

(4.16a)

(4.16b)

d accounts for a constant offset and s is a scaling factor containing further experimental

parameters like measurement time and observed solid angle. The part for pure decay,

equation 4.16a is identical to equation 4.5. The fit results for lifetime curve over the total

range is shown in fig. 4.10 and yields:

τLi
bin = (116.9± 6.5) ms (4.17)

with a reduced χ2 and ∆χ2 =
√

2
NDF value of χ2

red. = 1.02 ± 0.08. Compared to the

previous result eq. 4.7 the uncertainty is reduced by ≈ 20 %, while the lifetime value is

nearly identical.
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Figure 4.10: Lifetime data extracted via the bin-method for lithium-like bismuth from the
beam-time 2011 (cf. fig. 4.9) together with a fit of the complete range. The fit function is given in
eq. 4.16. The reduced χ2 = 1.02±0.08 agrees with one within the uncertainty and the determined
lifetime is consistent with the previous value determined for the decay branch only.

4.3.2 Transformation into the ion’s rest frame

All results so far are given in the laboratory frame and have to be converted into the

ion’s rest frame. For this transition the velocity of the ions needs to be known which is

determined from the electron cooler voltage. The cooler voltage and its calibration were
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thoroughly investigated in the theses of M. Lochmann and R. Jöhren and can be found

in [Jö13], [Loc13] and [LJG+14]. The final result for the Lorentz factor is:

γ = 1.41865 (22) . (4.18)

With the equation for time dilation, τ = τrest · γ, the lifetime can be calculated in the

ions rest frame:

τLi
bin,rest = (82.4± 4.6) ms (4.19)

The result agrees with the theoretical prediction of τ theorest = (82.85±0.61) ms (cf. sec. 2.2.2).

4.4 Beam time 2014

The major improvement for the beam time in 2014 was the in-situ measurement of the

electron cooler voltage and therefore a more precise determination of the velocity of the

ions. The velocity is needed for the transformation from the laboratory frame to the ions

rest frame.

4.4.1 The Lorentz factor

Via eq. 4.20 the Lorentz factor is determined from the electron cooler voltage which

was measured in-situ using a high precision voltage divider provided by the Physikalisch

Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) Braunschweig.

γ =
(

1 + Ekin
E0

)
=
(

1 + −e · Ueff
me · c2

)
(4.20)

Ekin is the kinetic energy of the electrons and E0 its rest energy. The kinetic energy is

given by the product of elementary charge e and the effective acceleration voltage Ueff

which is the sum of the measured acceleration voltage Ue and space charge corrections

Φ:

Ueff = Ue + Φ with: (4.21)

Φ = ξ
[V]

[mA] · IEC[mA] (4.22)
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ξ has to be determined by performing measurements with different electron cooler

currents IEC as described in [UAD+15] or in sections 4.4.5 and 4.4.7. For the hydrogen-

like bismuth measurements extracted factor is of the order of ξH = −0.16 V/mA, while

for lithium-like bismuth it is of the order ξLi = −0.185 V/mA. The highest used electron

cooler current was 500 mA leading to a maximum change of the Lorentz factor of

∆γ ≈ 4 · 10 4.

In fig. 4.11 the measured electron cooler voltage without space charge correction is shown

for the whole beam time. On the left side of the vertical dashed line at data set number

737, one drift tube inside the ESR was not properly grounded which caused fluctuations

of the acceleration voltage. This problem was fixed during the beam-time and afterwards

the voltage was stable. Nevertheless the fluctuations of the voltage lead to an overall

variation in γ of less than 0.002, and the effect on the lifetime is therefore negligible at

the given level of precision. The measurements performed before the maintenance, can

thus still be used for the lifetime analysis.

The mean voltage with space charge correction extracted from the datasets used for

the lifetime analysis is for the case of hydrogen-like bismuth found to be UH
eff =

−(213.90 ± 0.10) kV and for lithium-like bismuth to be ULi
eff = −(213.87 ± 0.05) kV.

With eq. 4.20 the γ-factors for the two species are found to be:

γH = 1.4186 (2) and

γLi = 1.4185 (1).
(4.23)

4.4.2 Laser light leak

In a first rough analysis of the Li-like data during the beam time, improbably large

values of τ ≈ 140 ms were obtained for the lifetime. This problem could be traced back

to an incorrect position of the shutter blocking the laser light during the decay periods

of the lifetime measurements. As shown in fig. 4.12b, the closed shutter did not block

the complete laser halo. A small amount of laser light still entered the ESR through

the north-east window. This remaining laser light interacted with the ions in the signal

bunch and lead to excitation and stimulated emission even in the one second long decay

phase of the measurement interval. In the background corrected lifetime curves this
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Figure 4.11: In-situ measured electron cooler voltage for the whole beam time without space
charge correction. The Lorentz factor for all datasets can be calculated via eq. 4.20. The dashed
vertical line marks the time at which a undefined drift tube potential was grounded.

causes a positive offset. The problem was fixed at the same time as the maintenance of

the drift tube. To be able to extract a correct lifetime from datasets recorded before the

maintenance the fit function introduced with eq. 4.16 has to be adapted. This is only the

case for lithium-like bismuth, since the shutter was not needed for hydrogen-like bismuth.

Lifetime fit with residual laser light

To adapt the fit function only the decay phase, i.e. for t ≤ tc has to be changed. In

eq. 4.16a only spontaneous emission was taken into account leading to a pure exponential

decay. With residual light stimulated emission and excitation have to be added using

eq. 4.15 for the number of excited ions, but with a different and lower laser power given

by φr:

a = g2
g1
N
φr
τ

and (4.24)

b =


(
g2
g1

+ 1
)
φr + 1

τ

 . (4.25)

As the numerical value for the residual laser power is expected to be very small, φr � 1

the parameter b simplifies to

b ≈ 1
τ
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(a) shutter opened
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IILaser
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Figure 4.12: Pictures of the north-east entrance window (II) for the collinear laser beam, with
laser optics and shutter (I) in front for the Li-like measurements. The left picture shows the
shutter as it is opened. The laser beam passes through and reaches the entrance window. In the
right picture the shutter is closed and the main part of the laser beam is blocked. Nevertheless a
halo of the laser beam still reaches the entrance window.

leading to

a

b
≈ g2
g1
Nφr := c

The fit function for the extracted lifetime curves with residual laser light excitation is

then given by

f(t) =


s ·
[
c+ (N2(0)− c) exp

(
− t
τ

)]
+ d for t ≤ tc (laser off)

s ·
[
a

b
+
(
N2(tc)−

a

b

)
exp (−b (t− tc))

]
+ d for t > tc (laser on)

(4.26a)

(4.26b)

The result of the fit for data obtained before the repair of the light leak is displayed

in fig. 4.13. As expected the numerical value for φr is very small, <10−2 and we can

therefore simplify the fit function 4.26a further, using

c = g2
g1
Nφr � N2(0) (4.27)
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Figure 4.13: Lifetime curves recorded with residuals laser light fitted with the adapted fit
function for residual laser light. The lifetime data was extracted with an ±2.5σ window. The
parameter φr = 0.007 verifies that only a very small fraction of the laser beam enters the ESR
and legitimates the assumption φr � 1. The χ2

red. > 2 is due to the laser pulse structure in the
excitation phase.

to obtain:

s ·N2(0) exp
(
− t
τ

)
+ d′

with d′ = d + c · s. This is actually equivalent to eq. 4.16. The residual laser light

excitation causes a similar effect as an offset. This is displayed in fig 4.14. The lifetime
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Figure 4.14: Lifetime curves recorded with residuals laser light fitted with the eq. 4.16. The
results are in good agreement with the results obtained by taking residual laser power explicitly
into account (cf. fig. 4.13).

extracted with the simple offset is in good agreement with the one taking into account
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φr explicitly. Therefore the datasets before and after the maintenance will be handled

with the same fit function as given in eq. 4.16. This is even more adequate if a lifetime

curve is obtained from data without background subtraction since the contribution to the

offset due to residual laser light is much smaller than the offset which is present without

background correction, meaning d� c · s.

An additional feature that can be observed in the high statistics dataset displayed in

fig. 4.16 and 4.13 are the individual laser shots, that excite the ions in the rising branch

of the data. The fit model eq. 4.16 with an average description of this rise therefore

needs to be refined to yield the final fit function as will be described in section 4.4.6.

This function will than be used to obtain the final results for the lifetime for lithium-like

bismuth.

4.4.3 Evaluation of scan mode data

Besides significant improvements in the monitoring of the electron cooler voltage during

the 2014 beam-time a RIO4 real-time computer was used for read out of the VUPROM-

device and thus centerpiece of the new DAQ. With this new acquisition it was possible

to record lifetime data also during the wavelength scans.

While scanning with the laser frequency over the resonance wavelength of the transition

only a small fraction of the recorded data can be used for lifetime determination. To select

the data recorded while the laser was on resonance, a rudimentary wavelength analysis

is performed for each dataset. In the resulting graph wavelength is plotted versus count

rate as shown in fig. 4.15. For lifetime analysis only data from a ±2σ environment around

the resonance wavelength is used. The absolute count rates and the absolute position of

the resonance is not of importance for the data selection.

4.4.4 Lifetime of hydrogen-like bismuth

In contrast to the 2011 beam time in 2014 also lifetime data for the H-like HFS

state was recorded. The lifetime of hydrogen-like bismuth is predicted to be τ theo
H =

(399.01 ± 0.19) µs [Sha98] and was already measured at the ESR in laser spectroscopy

experiments by Klaft [Kla94] and Winter [Win99] (cf. tab. 4.1). While the value of Klaft

shows a significant deviation from the predicted value, the later measurement by Winter
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Figure 4.15: Exemplary result of the rudimentary wavelength analysis used to select only data
recorded with laser wavelength on resonance. Neither the absolute wavelength nor the absolute
count rate is of importance for this purpose. Only the position and width of the distribution is
essential to enable for a correct data selection.

Table 4.1: Lifetime values from previous experiments at the ESR and theory.

author lifetime (µs) exp/theo year
Klaft et al. 351± 16 exp. 1994 [KBE+94]
Winter et al. 397.5± 1.5 exp. 1998 [WBD+98]
Shabaev 399.01± 0.19 theo. 1998 [Sha98]

determined the lifetime in agreement with the theory value. With such a short lifetime

no further adjustments need to be done to the experimental setup and the laser shot

frequency of 30 Hz provides a measurement interval of about 33 ms. Therefore almost

every dataset recorded for 209Bi82+ can be used as lifetime data, as long as the transition

wavelength is hit by the laser.

Data was recorded with RF amplitude at the cavities set to URF = 0 V, leading to a

coasting beam, as well as URF 6= 0 V (usually URF = 500 V), leading to a bunched

beam. The analysis of both cases is presented in the following sections. Lifetime data

recorded in coasting mode is called coasting data, data recorded in bunched mode is

called bunched data.
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Coasting beam data

One dataset with a dedicated lifetime measurement was recorded for 209Bi82+in coasting

mode with standard, i.e. 250 mA, cooler current. For coasting data it is not possible to
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Figure 4.16: To determine the signal region used for the analysis of coasting beam data a 10 bin
window indicated by the dashed lines is moved in 5 bin steps over the fluorescence signal (top).
The corresponding lifetime is shown in the lower plot. While the lifetime is distorted for windows
at the edges, a plateau can be found in the center of the distribution with approximately constant
lifetimes. Therefore a window from bin 60 to 80 is used for the coasting beam data analysis.

determine an appropriate time window for the signal peak as presented in sec. 4.2. To

choose the optimal window in which entries are considered as signal photons a 10 bin

broad window is moved in 5 bin steps over the signal region (cf. fig. 4.16, top). For each

window the corresponding lifetime curve is extracted as described in sec. 4.2 and fitted

with an exponential fit-function with offset (cf. eq. 4.5) to obtain the lifetime value. The

result is shown in fig. 4.16 (bottom) the corresponding data can be found in tab. 4.2. The

Table 4.2: Lifetimes extracted via the bin method for different windows across the signal region
(cf. fig. 4.16).

window lifetime τ (ms) reduced χ2

45± 5 bins 654.4± 19.2 0.98± 0.08
50± 5 bins 609.6± 11.5 0.92± 0.08
55± 5 bins 566.6± 8.2 1.04± 0.08
60± 5 bins 546.5± 7.6 1.01± 0.08
65± 5 bins 555.1± 8.0 0.96± 0.08
70± 5 bins 554.8± 8.0 1.11± 0.08
75± 5 bins 561.9± 8.1 0.94± 0.08
80± 5 bins 535.0± 7.5 0.88± 0.08
85± 5 bins 478.6± 8.7 0.85± 0.08
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extracted lifetimes exhibit a large dependence on the window position that is presently

not understood. To be able to nevertheless extract a lifetime value from the coasting data

a window from bin 60 to bin 80 is used. The lifetimes in this region stay approximately

constant as shown in fig. 4.16. The resulting lifetime curve is shown in fig. 4.17. From
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Figure 4.17: Lifetime curve for 209Bi82+recorded with coasting ion beam using the bin-method.
No background subtraction is applied, leading to a non-zero offset. The data is fitted with an
exponential fit function with χ2

red. = 0.95 ± 0.04. The residuals do not show any non-statistical
fluctuations and are Gaussian distributed around zero.

this the lifetime for hydrogen-like bismuth recorded with coasting ion beam is found to

be

τH,coastinglab = (559.3± 5.8) µs (4.28)

χ2
red. = 0.95± 0.04

Bunched beam data

There exists two sets of data with standard settings (URF = 500 V, IEC = 250 mA)

for 209Bi82+, both recorded with bunched ion beam. One was a dedicated lifetime

measurement, the other a scan for the transition wavelength. The location of the

fluorescence peak in the bunch structure can be obtained using the procedure illustrated

in fig. 4.5. For each time step the resulting fluorescence peak is fitted by a Gaussian,

the fit parameters, i.e. center and width are shown in fig. 4.18. While the center of the

fluorescence peak is rather stable and shifts only by about ±2 bins the width of the peak

changes more pronounced. On a scale of a few 100 µs the peak becomes narrower before
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Figure 4.18: Fitted center (bottom) and 1σ-width (top) of the fluorescence peak. While
the center is rather constant and shifts only by ±2 bins the width of the peak changes more
pronounced. To prevent that the extracted lifetime is influenced by the fluctuating peak width a
sufficiently broad analysis window has to be chosen (cf. fig. 4.19).

it widens again, which is likely due to beam dynamics inside the storage ring. Therefore

a broad analysis window is required around the fluorescence peak in order not to be

affected by its fluctuating width. To determine which width is sufficient a systematic

variation as depicted in fig. 4.19 was performed. For a small analysis window the lifetime

is artificially enlarged. With larger windows, starting at ±2.5σ the effect vanishes and

a plateau with constant lifetime is reached. To limit the amount of background counts

within the analysis window, a width of ±2.5σ is therefore chosen.
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Figure 4.19: The variation of the lifetime in dependence to the analysis window width in ±nσ.
As expected from fig. 4.18 the lifetime for a small window, i.e. < 2.5σ is artificially elongated.
Above this value a plateau is reached and the lifetime is rather constant. Hence, for the analysis
a window with ±2.5σ is used. The difference in lifetime between a ±2σ and ±3σ broad window
to the chosen ±2.5σ can be used as systematic uncertainty of the analysis.

To determine the systematical uncertainty connected to the analysis method, we fit

lifetime curves created with ±2σ,±2.5σ and ±3σ window width and calculate the

differences between the resulting lifetimes. The weighted mean of these differences is

then our estimate of the systematical uncertainty for the combined dataset the lifetime

curve is shown in fig. 4.20 and the corresponding result is found to be:

τH,bunchedlab = (566.7± 2.2stat. ± 1.3sys.) µs

χ2
red. = 1.09± 0.04

(4.29)

The first uncertainty given is purely statistically, the second represents the systematic

uncertainty due to the analysis window size.

4.4.5 Systematic effects for 209Bi82+209Bi82+209Bi82+

Besides technical improvements the beam time in 2014 has the advantage that data

was taken to study systematic effects in more detail. Basically there are two different

systematics which were recorded:

1. The dependence of the lifetime on the bunch amplitude:
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Figure 4.20: Lifetime curve for 209Bi82+recorded with bunched ion beam using the bin-method.
No background subtraction is applied, leading to a non-zero offset. The data is fitted with an
exponential fit function with χ2

red. = 1.09 ± 0.04. The residuals do not show any non-statistical
fluctuations and are Gaussian distributed around zero.

A higher RF amplitude URF applied at the bunching cavities compresses

the ion bunches more, leading to a higher ion density. This in turn

creates a higher space charge and more ion-ion interactions. With more

ion-ion interactions the lifetime might be expected to be shortened due to

collisional broadening. To verify such an effect the cavity voltages were

varied, while the electron cooler current was fixed at IEC = 250 mA.

2. The influence of the electron cooler current on the lifetime:

A higher electron cooler current leads to a higher space charge inside the

cooler which has an effect on the effective cooler voltage and therefore

affects the transition wavelength [Jö13, Loc13]. Those data sets, with

systematically varied cooler current and a fixed bunching amplitude can

also be used to test for a possible effect on the lifetime. As before a

shorter lifetime might be expected with higher electron current, due to

de-excitation of the HFS state in ion-electron interaction.

3. The influence of the ion current on the lifetime:

A similar consideration as for the RF amplitude can be made for the ion

current itself. The ion current slowly decreases between ion injections

into the ESR. When the ion current is large (e.g. shortly after injection),
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the ion density per bunch is higher, with the same consequences as above.

To investigate a possible effect on the lifetime, subsets of data with high

or low ion current were used for the analysis. As basis the datasets with

highest total statistics were used to have reasonable statistics left for each

subset.

In all three cases the lifetime is plotted versus the varied quantity, i.e. electron cooler

current, bunching amplitude or ion beam current. The data is than fitted with a linear

fit function:

h(x) = m · x+ b (4.30)

Of major interest is the slope m of the linear fit, which is zero if no dependence is given.

In the case that the lifetime depends on one of the varied quantities a negative slope is

expected, as discussed before.

For the error band of the regression line the correlation between the variables is taken

into account:

∆h(x) =

√√√√√√( ∂y∂m , ∂y
∂b

)
· Mcov ·

 ∂y
∂m
∂y
∂b

 (4.31)

WithMcov being the covariance matrix. To identify the degree of correlation easier the

correlation matrixMcor is shown in the respective plot with

Mcor = Mcov√
σ(m)2 · σ(b)2 .

Influence of RF amplitude on the lifetime

The systematic variation of the bunching amplitude was performed during a regular scan

over the resonance. Five different settings were used, with 100 V, 200 V, 300 V, 400 V and

500 V. 500 V meets the standard conditions leading to more available datasets including

a dedicated lifetime measurement. The determined lifetime of the combined dataset as

stated in eq. 4.29 is used for this data-point. For the remaining voltages only two data

files were recorded. The electron cooler current in all cases was fixed at IEC = 250 mA.

The results are presented in fig. 4.21 leading to a slope m of
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(

2.09 · 10−3 −0.98
−0.98 477.68

)

Figure 4.21: Visualized results of the systematic variation of the bunching amplitude URF.
Most data were recorded with standard setting, i.e. 500 V bunching amplitude, resulting in
the data point with smallest error bar. The dashed line represents the theoretical prediction
transformed in the laboratory frame. The slope is compatible with zero within the error.

mH bunched
RF = (−0.0018± 0.023) µs

V

indicating an independence between bunching amplitude and lifetime, albeit with the

large uncertainty.

Influence of electron cooler current

During scans of the laser wavelength with bunched ion beam, systematic measurements

were performed to investigate the influence of the electron cooler current on the resonance.

The cooler current was set to 30 mA, 50 mA, 100 mA, 250 mA, and 500 mA. The RF

amplitude was fixed at URF = 500 V. Except for 500 mA with only one dataset, due

to instabilities of the ion bunches which occurred with this setting, six datasets were

recorded. An overview over the results is shown in fig. 4.22. The graph does not display

a visible trend of the lifetimes with the electron cooler current and a linear fit to the data

results in a slope of

mH,bunched
EC = (−0.020± 0.026) µs

mA
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Figure 4.22: Visualized results of the systematic variation of the electron cooler current.
Most data were recorded with standard setting, i.e. 250 mA electron cooler current, resulting
in the data point with smallest error bar. The dashed line represents the theoretical prediction
transformed in the laboratory frame. The slope is compatible with zero.

which is compatible with zero indicating an independence between electron cooler current

and lifetime within a large uncertainty.

Influence of the ion current on the lifetime

To investigate a possible effect of the ion current on the lifetime, subsets of data with

different ion current intensities were used for the analysis. As base the datasets with

highest total statistics were used to have a reasonable amount of data left for each subset.

Yet the statistics are quite low, leading to relatively high uncertainties. The results is

presented in the fig. 4.23 leading to a slope m of

mH,bunched
IC =(−0.015± 0.047) µs

µA .

Therefore an independence between ion current and lifetime can be assumed within a

large uncertainty.

Summarizing it can be said that no indications for a dependence of the lifetime on the

bunch amplitude, the electron cooler current or the ion current has been observed with

the caveat, that the statistical uncertainties of the systematics measurements are too

large to make a strong statement.
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Figure 4.23: Visualization of the systematic variation of the ion current and its influence on
the lifetime. The dashed line represents the theoretical prediction transformed into the laboratory
frame. The slope is compatible with zero.

4.4.6 Lifetime of lithium-like bismuth

With the new DAQ it was possible to record lifetime data throughout the whole beam-

time. However, with the long lifetime of 209Bi80+ usually only the first ≈ 30 ms of the

exponential decay are recorded if no shutter is placed in the laser beam line. After that

time the ions are excited again and the decay starts from the beginning. Half of the

systematic measurements were performed in scan-mode where no shutter was used and

only 30 ms of the lifetime curve are available. This data is furthermore reduced, since

only data taken with the laser frequency on resonance is suitable for lifetime analysis.

The remaining data is not sufficient for a reliable lifetime fit. Therefore datasets recorded

in scan-mode are not analyzed for 209Bi80+.

Although measurements were performed with coasting and bunched beams of Li-like ions

the search for the resonance with coasting beam remained unsuccessful. Therefore no

coasting lifetime data is available for 209Bi80+ and only bunched data is discussed in the

following.

Bunched beam data

For the analysis of the lithium-like lifetime, the data sets with standard settings are

used, i.e. IEC = 250 mA and URF = 500 V. Data are analyzed using the method
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described in sec. 4.2.2 without background subtraction. With this method the position

of the fluorescence peak can identified accurately. To find the optimal width for the

lifetime analysis a systematic variation of the analysis window width was performed for

the datasets before and after the laser light leak repair (cf. fig. 4.24). The plot shows the
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Figure 4.24: Systematic variation of the width of the time window around the fluorescence
peak. Broader windows lead to longer lifetimes until a window width of ±2.5σ where a plateau is
reached. Since the reduced χ2 as well as the uncertainty of the lifetime worsens with even larger
windows, the lifetime curves for the final analysis are extracted with a window width of ±2.5σ.

lifetime, its uncertainty and the reduced χ2 as function of nσ, respectively. In both cases

(before and after the repair) the lifetime increases with increasing n until a plateau is

reached at n = 2.5. Higher values are excluded for the analysis due to a χ2
red. incompatible

with 1 and larger uncertainties of the lifetime. For the final analysis the lifetime curves

will therefore be extracted with a time window around the fluorescence peak of ±2.5σ

width.

The dependence of the lifetime on the time window width is not expected and implies
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that excited highly charged ions move out of the window, get lost for the analysis and

lead in this way to an artificially shortened lifetime. This can be explained either by a

broadening fluorescence peak (cf. fig. 4.25 a)) or if the peak moves out of the analysis

window (cf. fig. 4.25 b)). The former effect starts with the excitation by the laser, after
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Figure 4.25: Scheme of the two possible processes leading to a artificially shortened lifetime.
In both cases excited ions leave the analysis time window. This can either happen due to a
broadening of the peak (a), or the entire peak is shifted out of the analysis window (b). All
curves are not to scale.

which the fluorescence peak has a width of typically 1σ = 3 bins. During the decay

period, the peak widens until the effect is reset by the opening of the shutter after about

one second. The linear effect (b) on the other hand is due to inexact timing and grows

linearly throughout the complete lifetime curve.

To investigate which of the two cases describes the observed shortening of the lifetime

the fluorescence peak corresponding to each time step of the lifetime curve was fitted

with a Gaussian to obtain its position and width in σ. The result is shown in fig. 4.26.

Between ≈ 400 ms and ≈ 1000 ms, most of the excited ions have decayed and the

fluorescence peak is therefore to weak to be fitted. One can estimate the expected effect

by determining which modification of the fluorescence peak will lead to the appropriate

loss of count rate of e.g. 3.4 % as schematically shown in fig. 4.25, left. The result for

a broadening of the peak is shown as dashed line in fig. 4.26, upper plot. Since the

broadening of the fluorescence peak is reset by the next laser pulse, the dashed line in

the upper plot is supposed to match only data-points within the first half of the plot.

The lower dashed line shows the required effect for a shifting fluorescence peak to yield
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Figure 4.26: Center (bottom) and σ (top) of the fitted fluorescence peak over 1500 ms. The
dashed line indicates the trend how it is expected if one or the other effect occurs. The upper
dashed line has to describe only the data-points up to 1000 ms, because at this point the shutter
is re-opened and the ions located in the center of the analysis time window are excited. The
data-points agree well with the expectation. The lower dashed line is supposed to describe all
data-points, since the shift of the fluorescence peak due to inexact timing will not restart at any
time.

to a lifetime reduced by 3.4 %. Since this effect is due to inexact timing it affects the

fluorescence peak continuously, i.e. the peak moves further out of the analysis window,

without being relocated in its center at any time. Thus all data-points in the lower plot

should match the dashed line, which is clearly not the case. Therefore it can be assumed

that the decreasing lifetime with decreasing window width, as shown in fig. 4.24, is due

to a broadening fluorescence peak. To counteract this effect the analysis window has to

be large enough. For the final analysis a ±2.5σ window is used since a rather constant

lifetime is expected from this value on (cf. fig. 4.24).

Defined fit function

The fit function can be further refined by accounting for the individual laser pulses in

the excitation phase. In fig. 4.14 one can see that the laser pulse structure becomes

visible in the rising branch of the lifetime curve with the higher statistics collected in

2014. To take advantage of the excitation phase the total range of the lifetime should

be fitted, but so far the fit model eq. 4.16 accounts only for an averaged laser power and
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does not consider the individual laser pulses. Therefore a modification of the model
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Figure 4.27: Scheme of the fit function with and without laser pulse implementation. In (I)
only a continuous laser beam during the excitation phase with an average laser power is taken
into account. (II) illustrates how the continuous laser beam during the excitation is split up into
several short laser pulses (E) of length (L) and a rather long decay phase (D) within a repetition
interval R. The used laser system emits 10 ns pulses with a repetition rate of 30 Hz. Not affected
is the decay phase D’ during which the laser is completely blocked by the shutter.

is required. The modified fit model does not use a low, average laser power to excite

the ions continuously in the rising branch of the lifetime curve (cf. fig. 4.27 (I)). Instead

it implements short intervals, as schematically shown in fig. 4.27 (II) with a repetition

interval R during which laser excitation and stimulated emission are taken into account

(E), followed by intervals of pure spontaneous emission (D). The used laser system emits

laser pulses with a length L of 10 ns and a repetition rate of 30 Hz. Within the fit

function each point of the rising branch is calculated from the previous excitation and

the intervening decay phase. The actual implementation of the fit function can be found

in appendix A.2.

The lifetime data recorded before (top) and after (bottom) the maintenance together

with the fits is shown in fig. 4.28. The lifetimes of both datasets agree well with each

other and are found to be:

τLi,bunchedlab, before repair = (118.1± 1.8) ms

χ2
red. = 0.97± 0.08 and

τLi,bunchedlab, after repair = (118.0± 2.3) ms

χ2
red. = 1.03± 0.08 and

(4.32)
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Figure 4.28: 209Bi80+lifetime data taken before (top) and after (bottom) the maintenance.
The result is obtained via the bin-method from the dataset recorded with standard settings
(IEC = 250 mA and URF = 500 V). Signals within a ±2.5σ analysis window around bin 56 were
used. The data is fitted with the modified fit function as stated in appendix A.2 which takes the
laser pulse structure into account. The parameter t_period represents the laser shot period and
matches quite well with the experimentally given 30 Hz. By considering the laser pulse in the fit
function the χ2

red. is much improved and close to one in both cases. The lifetimes agree well with
each other.

In addition the dependence of the lifetime on the analysis window width entail a

systematic uncertainty which is estimated from the weighted mean of the differences

of lifetimes obtained with a ±2.0, ±2.5 and a ±3.0σ analysis window, as it is displayed

in fig. 4.24. For the dataset before the repair the estimated systematic uncertainty is

±1.0 ms, while it is ±1.3 ms after the repair. In a conservative approach the higher value

is used as the systematic uncertainty for the final result, which is given as the weighted

mean of the lifetime values given in eq. 4.32 and is found to be:

τLi,bunchedlab, combined = (118.1± 1.4stat. ± 1.3sys.) ms (4.33)
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4.4 Beam time 2014

The first uncertainty given is purely statistical, the second is the systematic uncertainty

due to the analysis window size. As cross-check the decay phase of both data sets are

fitted with a simple exponential fit function and an offset as can be found in appendix A.3.

4.4.7 Systematic effects for 209Bi80+209Bi80+209Bi80+

For lithium-like bismuth only dedicated lifetime measurements can be used for the lifetime

analysis. In scan mode without shutter the long lifetime of this species leads to a clipped

lifetime curve which can not be used reliably for the analysis. Therefore much less data

is available for systematic checks compared to the 209Bi82+case. All measurements were

performed in bunched mode, most of them before the repair. As already discussed they

can be handled using the fit function eq. 4.26.

Influence of RF amplitude on the lifetime

For the measurement of possible effects of the bunching amplitude on the lifetime the

applied voltage was varied and set to 100 V, 200 V, 500 V and 700 V. The electron cooler

Mcor =
(

2.08 · 10−3 −0.95
−0.95 479.71

)

Figure 4.29: Visualized results of the systematic variation of the bunching amplitude URF
for the uncorrected signal. The dashed lines represent the theoretical prediction transformed in
the laboratory frame. The slope is compatible with zero within the uncertainty.
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4 Lifetime analysis

current was set to the standard setting of IEC = 250 mA. The corresponding results are

shown fig. 4.29. The slope is found to be

mLi,bunched
RF = (−0.0012± 0.0068) ms

V

Therefore an independence between ion current and lifetime can be assumed, albeit with

a large uncertainty.

Influence of electron cooler current

To investigate the dependence between electron cooler current and lifetime three data-

points were recorded with the cooler current set to 50 mA, 150 mA and 250 mA. The

Mcor =
(

4.10 · 10−3 −0.99
−0.99 244.18

)

Figure 4.30: Visualization of the systematic variation of the electron cooler current and its
influence on the lifetime. The dashed line represents the theoretical prediction transformed into
the laboratory frame.

bunching amplitude was fixed at URF = 500 V. While a large set of data is available for

the data-point at 250 mA, which is the standard setting, only one dataset for 50 mA

and two datasets for 150 mA are available. The corresponding visualization is shown in

fig. 4.30. The linear fit returns a slope m of

mLi,bunched
EC =(0.018± 0.037) ms

mA ,
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4.5 Final results of the lifetime analysis

indicating an independence between bunching amplitude and lifetime, albeit with a large

uncertainty.

Influence of the ion current on the lifetime

To obtain information about the dependence of the lifetime on the ion current the datasets

with highest total statistic are used to create subsets of data with different mean ion

current. The results are presented in fig. 4.31. The slope is found to be

Mcor =
(

1.01 · 10−3 −0.99
−0.99 994.77

)

Figure 4.31: Visualization of the systematic variation of the ion current and its influence on
the lifetime. The dashed line represents the theoretical prediction transformed into the laboratory
frame.

mLi,bunched
IC = (−0.0046± 0.036) ms

µA

which suggests no lifetime dependence on the bunching amplitudes within the large

uncertainty.

4.5 Final results of the lifetime analysis

The results of the beam-time 2014 are given in the laboratory frame so far and have

to be transformed into the ions rest frame. For this purpose the acceleration voltage

of the electron cooler was recorded. The voltage for measurements with hydrogen-like

bismuth are found to be UH
eff = −(213.90± 0.10) kV and for lithium-like bismuth ULi

eff =
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−(213.87 ± 0.05) kV. The resulting γ-factors for the two bismuth species are calculated

with eq. 4.20 to be:
γH = 1.4186 (2) and

γLi = 1.4185 (1).
(4.34)

4.5.1 H-like bismuth

For the H-like case, lifetimes have been extracted both from coasting and bunched

beam data. The analysis of the coasting beam data exhibits a so far not understood

dependence of the lifetime on the analysis time window placed around the signal region

of the stored ions (cf. fig. 4.16). The lifetime extracted with an intermediate time window

is significantly lower than the one extracted from bunched beam measurements and has a

large uncertainty. This is contrary to the expectation, that the lower ion density present

in the coasting beam measurements should, if it has an influence at all, lead rather to

a longer lifetime value. For the final result on the lifetime of the HFS state in H-like

bismuth, we therefore disregard the coasting beam data. In bunched mode most statistics

were accumulated with the standard settings (URF = 500 V, IIC = 250 mA) leading to

the following value for the lifetime of the 1s hyperfine transition in the lab system

τH,bunchedlab = (566.7± 2.2stat. ± 1.3sys.) µs (cf. eq. 4.29)

And together with the Lorentz factor it leads to a lifetime in the ion’s rest frame of:

τH-like = (398.5± 1.6stat. ± 0.9sys.) µs (4.35)

Which is in good agreement with theory and with the experimental value of Winters et

al.:

τ theo
H = (399.01± 0.19) µs [Sha98]

τ exp
H = (397.5± 1.5) µs [Win99]

The uncertainty on the experimental value published by Winters et al. does not contain

systematic uncertainties.
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4.5 Final results of the lifetime analysis

4.5.2 Li-like bismuth

For lithium-like bismuth the lifetime of the 2s hyperfine transition is found to be:

τLi,bunchedlab = (118.1± 1.4stat. ± 1.3sys.) ms (cf. eq. 4.33)

The first uncertainty is purely statistical, the second accounts for the uncertainty due

the choice of the analysis window width. Together with the Lorentz factor it leads to a

lifetime in the rest frame of:

τLi-like = (83.3± 1.0stat. ± 0.9sys.) ms (4.36)

Which is as well, in good agreement with theory:

τ theo
Li = (82.0± 1.4) ms [SST+98]

τ theo
Li = (82.85± 0.61) ms (cf. sec. 2.2.2)

No other experimental data are available for comparison.

The systematic uncertainty included in the lifetime results presented in this work repre-

sents the dependence of the lifetime on the analysis window chosen (see section 4.4.6).

Measurements regarding a possible influence of the bunching amplitude, the electron

cooler current or the ion current on the lifetime have been performed (see section 4.4.7)

and no indication of such dependencies was found. However, due to the poor statistics of

the systematics measurements, no realistic estimate of an upper bound on the systematic

uncertainty due to these effects could be estimated.

4.5.3 Extraction of the ggg-factor

As described in section 2.2.2, from the measured transition energy and lifetime of the

HFS state one can extract the g-factor of the bound 1s electron for hydrogen-like bismuth

and the g-factor of the bound 2s electron for lithium like bismuth.
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Hydrogen-like bismuth

The transition probability between the ground state hyperfine states of 209Bi82+,

including the first order QED and nuclear corrections, can be written as [Sha98, BLP+00]:

1
τ

= ΓF ′→F = α

3~
∆E3

HFS
(mec2)2

I

2I + 1

[
g(e) − g(n)I

me

mp

]2

, (4.37)

τ is determined within this work to be τH-like = (398.5± 1.6stat. ± 0.9sys.) µs, ∆E is the

transition energy extracted from the same data sets, given in [UAD+15] to be ∆EH,exp
HFS =

(5085.06±0.11) meV, I is the nuclear spin (for bismuth I = 9/2), ge is the bound-electron

g-factor and gI is the nuclear g-factor. The last term can be written as [Dem05]:

gI ·
me

mp
= me

mp · I
· µBi
µ0

(4.38)

The magnetic moment was determined in [Rag89] to be

µBi = (4.1106± 0.0002) · µ0 (4.39)

Leading to an experimentally determined ge-factor for the 1s electron in hydrogen-like

bismuth of

gH,expe = 1.7316± 0.0035stat. ± 0.0020sys., (4.40)

in good agreement to the theoretical calculation done in [MOS+04] which yields

gH,theoe = 1.731014± 0.000001 (4.41)

Lithium-like bismuth

In section 2.2.2 it is discussed, that equation 4.37 is applicable for lithium-like bismuth

as well. With the above considerations and the preliminary value of the experimentally

determined transition energy ∆ELi,exp
HFS = (797.647 ± 0.026) meV from the same beam

time [Ull15a], as well as the lifetime presented in this work as τLi-like = (83.3± 1.0stat. ±
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0.9sys.) ms, the experimentally determined ge-factor for the 2s electron in lithium-like

bismuth is found to be:

gLi,expe = 1.9277± 0.0116stat. ± 0.0104sys. (4.42)

in good agreement to the theoretical value determined from [MSQ08] as described in

section 2.2.2:

gLi,theoe = 1.934739± 0.000003. (4.43)
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CHAPTER 5

ADAPTION FOR XUV LASER

SPECTROSCOPY

The detection principle with a movable mirror which can be moved in and out of the

ion beam at a storage ring has been proven to be very successful. With such a system

it is possible to collect forward-emitted photons very efficiently and make maximum use

of the Doppler shift and the Lorentz boost. Due to this success the basic principle is

adapted for laser spectroscopy in the extreme ultra-violet (XUV) region.

5.1 Motivation

Highly charged ions with helium, lithium and beryllium configuration are ideal candidates

to investigate effects of QED, relativity and correlation. The latter describes the inter-

electron interaction within an atom. The energy level of an atom are influenced by

the correlation of the electrons, e.g. due to their Coulomb interaction. For instance fine-

structure transition between 3P0 and 3P1 in beryllium-like krypton as shown in fig. 5.1, is

expected to be dominated by correlation and relativity effects but is almost unaffected by

QED corrections [WKS+11]. The experiment E104 at GSI aims to study this transition.

As the 3P0 state cannot decay directly to the ground state, but only through a combined

M1E1 transition via the higher lying 3P1 state, the lifetime of the 3P0 state is almost
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E1: 3P1 →1S0
∆E ≈ 73 eV
λ ≈ 17 nm

M1: 3P0 →3P1
∆E ≈ 10.5 eV
λ ≈ 118 nm

Figure 5.1: Level scheme (not to scale) of the first excited states in beryllium-like krypton after
[WKS+11].

infinite (O(107) s). It is expected, that during the production of the Be-like krypton

about 10 % of the ions remain in this metastable state. The ions are subsequently stored

at a velocity of β = 0.69 in the ESR. To determine the fine-structure splitting, a laser

beam with the wavelength of ca. 276 nm is overlapped anti-collinearly with the ion beam,

resulting in a wavelength of ca. 118 nm in the ions rest frame. When the laser hits the

resonance, the ion is excited to the 3P1 state from which it immediately decays to the 1S0

ground state, emitting a 17 nm photon. Due to the Doppler effect the mainly forward

emitted photons are shifted to even smaller wavelength of < 10 nm, deep in the XUV

region.

5.2 Modified detection system

For the LIBELLE experiment the mirror was a parabolically formed oxygen free, high

conductivity copper (OFHC) body with high (> 95 %) reflectivity for optical photons

and optimal focal features to reflect the emitted fluorescence photons into the direction

of the photomultiplier. The ions are able to pass the mirror through a slit with a width

of 30 mm according to about 3σ of the ion beam diameter.

For the XUV region the copper mirror was exchanged by a plane stainless steel plate.

The slit size was left unchanged, since the beam properties are expected to be similar to

the LIBELLE beam-times.

The new concept is, that the high energetic XUV fluorescence photons create low energy

secondary electrons on the photo-cathode which are guided electro-magnetically towards

a detector. The wavelength of the fluorescence photons is λ0 ≈ 17 nm, which corresponds

to an energy of E0 ≈ 73 eV. In the laboratory frame the energy is Doppler shifted
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Analytical models are presented describing the x-ray-excited emission of "no-loss" photoelectrons and 
Auger electrons and the energy distribution of emitted secondary electrons. The secondary electron energy 
distribution is given in terms of the electron kinetic energy EK, work function W, photon energy Eo, and 
mass photoionization coefficient p.( Eo), as proportional to Eo p.( Eo) EK ( EK + W) - .. Techniques of electron 
spectral measurements utilizing uniform field preacceleration and limited acceptance angle spectrometers 
are discussed. Secondary electron energy distributions are measured at about 10- 8 Torr from thick 
evaporated films of gold and aluminum at photon energies 277, 1487, and 8050 eV. The shapes of these 
distributions do not depend significantly upon photon energy. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 
these distributions are 3.9, 6.7. and 4.4 eV for Au and ion-cleaned Au and Al photocathodes. respectively. 
The data agree well with the model predictions. 

PACS numbers: 79.60.Cn. 73.30. +y. 72.IO.Bg 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This work is in sequel to and in support of a recent 
presentation by the authors of some measurements on 
the secondary electron energy distributions from gold 
as excited by C-Ka (277 eV) and AI-Ka (1487 eV) x-ray 
photons. 1 It is an attempt to present the basic physics 
for the measurement and for the interpretation of the 
x-ray-induced electron emissions from uniform isotro
pic solids. 

In Fig. 1 are shown the typical characteristics of an 
electron spectrum induced by an x-ray beam incident 
upon a solid. Illustrated here are the sharp photoelec
tron and Auger electron "no-loss" lines with their 
characteristic energy loss tail structure, along with the 
low -energy secondary electron distribution. In contrast 
to uv-excited electron spectra, here the photoelectrons 
and the principal sharp Auger electron emissions are 
well outside the low-energy secondary electron energy 
region. The secondary electron spectrum peaks at about 
1 to 2 eV and has a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) 
that is usually below 10 eV. In this 0-30 eV interval 
are typically from 50 to 90% of the total number of 
electrons emitted for photon excitation in the 100-
10000-eV region. 

The x-ray-excited electron spectra constitute a 
unique "window" into the solid and its electron excita
tion, transport, and escape processes. When a thorough 
understanding of the physics of these processes is 
gained, electron spectroscopy can provide an important 
quantitative basis for the phySical and chemical analysis 
of solids. The electron spectroscopy for chemical 
analySiS (referred to as ESCA or XPS) has become a 
well-recognized research area within the last ten 
yearso 2 

The photoelectric conversion of x-ray intensity into 
electron emission can provide an important practical 
basis for x-ray intensity measurement. X-ray photo
electric detectors are vacuum devices and, unlike gas 
ionization detectors, can be windowless. A unique 
advantage of the photoelectric detector is that it can be 

1852 Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 48, No.5, May 1977 

applied effectively over a wide band of photon 
energies. 3,4 

A very recent application of secondary electron 
detectors has been in the development of streak and 
framing cameras for the diagnostics of x-ray bursts 
from laser -produced plasmas. The time spread in the 
photoconverted secondary electron emission per photon 
is probably of the order of lO-H sec, and the energy 
spread is of the order of 10 eV. An x-ray source can 
be imaged and photoconverted to an electron source 
which may then be reimaged down a streak or framing 
camera tube with an accelerating electron lens system. 
The time history of an x-ray event can be obtained by a 
fast transverse deflection of this image, e. g., to form 
a "streak" pattern with a time resolution in the picosec-
0nd range. 1,5-9 

In order to support research and application in x-ray 
photoemission, considerably more theoretical and ex
perimental work should be done on the development of 
a quantitative relationship between the electron emis
sion spectrum, the incident photon energy, and the 
characteristics of the photocathode. There is no com
plete theory of x-ray photoemission that is available 
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FIG. 1. A typical x-ray-excited photoemission spectrum. 
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Figure 5.2: A typically x-ray-excited photo-emission spectrum. Picture taken from [HSA77].

to E ≈ 170 eV in forward direction. Figure 5.2 displays a typical spectrum of the

electron energies created by soft x-rays from a metal surface. Up to 90 % of the emitted

electrons are created by secondary processes with kinetic energies in the few eV range.

Only a small fraction of direct photoelectrons or Auger electrons are observed at higher

energies. The design of the XUV system is therefore optimized for the detection of the

low energetic secondary electrons. The former PMT is exchanged by a micro channel

plate (MCP) in Chevron configuration to serve as an electron detector [Roe15]. It is

situated concentrically to the mounting flange. The distance between front plate and

flange is approx. 12 cm. All distances can be found in detail in the technical drawing in

appendix A.4

The design and the realization of the adapted detector system was done in Münster and

will be presented in the following.

The new “mirror” is only used as electron source with no special design requirements

regarding the exact shape as for the parabolic copper mirror. Here only the orientation

angle between photo-cathode plate and ion beam direction was chosen as a compromise

between a maximum effective area (cathode plate perpendicular to the ion beam) and a

convenient orientation to emit electrons preferred in the direction of the detector (cathode

plate facing the detector). The remaining guidance is done via an electrode system and

an applied magnetic field.
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a

b

b̃ c

d e f
d̃

gh

Figure 5.3: Completely mounted, movable detection system fully extended (top) and contracted
(bottom). The photo-cathode (a) as well as four of the focus electrodes (b) are movable. The
largest and heaviest electrode (b̃) and the MCP detector (c) are mounted directly on the flange.
For voltage supply two electrical feed-throughs are used, one for the MCP (d) and one for the
electrodes (d̃). The linear feed-through (e) can be adjusted via micro-meter screws (f) and will
be driven by a pressured air motor (g). The movement is limited by two end switches (h).

One important design aspect is the weight, though. A problem of the old movable mirror

system was the high weight of the copper mirror. Since it was mounted on a rather

long linear feed-through the mirror tended to vibrate being moved in or out of the beam

position causing losses of stored ions. The effect was minimized by appropriate greasing

of the feed-through, and a counter weight. Therefore the new system was planned to be

as light-weighted as possible.

To guide the electrons reliably from the photo-cathode to the detector it is recommend-

able to begin the guidance as close to the cathode plate surface as possible. The electrodes

should not intrude into the ESR beam-line and disturb the ion beam, though. Therefore

the electrode system is partially connected to the linear feed-through and can be moved

in and out the beam line as well (cf. fig 5.3). For this reason the system is made out of

thin electrodes to contribute little to the weight. The rest of the detection system, which

is a further electrode and the MCP itself, are mounted directly onto a CF200 flange.
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5.2.1 Electrode configuration

The electrode system has to focus the electrons onto the detector. For this purpose

an Einzel lens like geometry was the basic idea. One has to compromise between an

ideal Einzel lens and the light weight. The electrodes within an ideal Einzel lens have

a diameter which is roughly of the same size as their thickness to influence charged

particles adequately. The electrodes in this setup are optimized regarding their mass

and the Einzel lens character is only vaguely recognizable. Due to the low energy of the

electrons it is still sufficient to steer the electrons in the right direction, as is verified by

simulations using the SimIon 8 software package [Sim15]. The electrode system contains

a large electrode mounted directly at the flange (fig. 5.3 b̃) called focus electrode, three

movable thin electrodes directly following each other (fig. 5.3 b) called Einzel electrodes

1-3 (fig. 5.3 b), a further thin electrode in front of the photo-cathode called cathode

electrode (fig. 5.3 b) and the photo-cathode itself (fig. 5.3 a). Especially electrons starting

from the outer regions of the plate are influenced by the thin electrodes significantly.

Which voltage settings are most efficient to collect the electrons on the detector is

discussed in section 5.3.

5.2.2 Magnetic guidance

A sheer electrostatic setup can be designed to guide the electrons onto the detector.

However, since the electrons have a low kinetic energy determined by the potential of

the cathode plate (typically around 50 eV) they are strongly influenced by the earth’s

magnetic field or stray fields as they will be present at the intended location at the ESR.

For this reason an external magnet coil was introduced to overrule those fields. Beyond

this purpose the magnetic field of the coil can also be used as additional guidance for

the electrons. Due to their low mass and their low kinetic energy the electrons follow

the magnetic field lines on small cyclotron radii rcyc and the magnetic guidance is the

dominant process. The cyclotron radius can be calculated with:

rcyc = mev⊥
qB

(5.1)

With the velocity of the electron v⊥ perpendicular to the magnetic field B. Since the

secondary electrons have only a few eV kinetic energy when they leave the photo-cathode
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their kinetic energy is dominated by the acceleration potential applied at the cathode

plate U and is of the order O(50 eV). The velocity v = v⊥ + v‖ of the electrons is given

by

v =
√

2qU
me

(5.2)

leading to a cyclotron radius of maximally a few millimeter in the used magnetic field up

to 2.5 mT.

As guiding magnet two coils are placed concentrically around the flange containing the

MCP. The coils are 20 cm apart from each other with the MCP about 4 cm of center

as shown in fig. 5.4. The field strength at the MCP is of the order of 2 mT and thus

200

43,5

Coils

MCP

Cathode

z

x y

Figure 5.4: CAD drawing by H.-W. Ortjohann with the MCP orientation in respect to the
magnet coils. The position of the left coil can not be shifted further towards the photo-cathode,
due to the beam line of the ESR. The detector lies concentrically within the coils and is 43.5 mm
off-center along the y-axis.

weak enough to not disturb the MCP which can be operated in axial magnetic fields up

to 1 T. To have the magnetic field homogeneous at the MCP it would be ideal to have

the coils in Helmholtz configuration. The experimental situation at the ESR does not

allow this and the coil distance has to be shorter than the coils radius as required for a

Helmholtz configuration. The deviation does not hinder the intended operation, actually
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a non-Helmholtz configuration might be even more efficient as it will be shown later.

Since the introduced magnetic field takes over the dominant part in steering the electrons

to the MCP the electrode system becomes less important. While it was mandatory for

pure electrostatic steering that the electrons have low kinetic energy, it is less important

for the magnetic guidance. Hence an initial electric acceleration of the electrons was

considered and is realized by applying a negative electric potential to the cathode

electrode. With this the overall time resolution of the complete detector setup can be

improved since the electrons time of flight distribution becomes narrower. The actual

impact has been investigated via simulations discussed in section 5.3. Along with the

higher kinetic energy of the electrons, the applied voltages at the ring electrodes have to

be higher in order to be influential.

5.2.3 Micro-Channel-Plate detector

As detector the micro-channel-plate (MCP) detector DET40 from Roentdek with an

active area diameter of 40 mm is used. It contains two channel plates aligned in Chevron

configuration with an anode behind. To improve the gain factor and reduce electron

feedback a shim ring is placed between front and back plate ([Roe15]) as seen in fig. 5.5.

a

cb

Figure 5.5: The MCP during assembly. First micro-channel plate (a) and shim ring (b) are
placed. Connectors (c) may attract electrons and will be shielded in the completed setup (see
fig. 5.6 (b)).
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For electron detection the following voltages are suggested by the company:

MCP front: 200 V

MCP back: 2500 V

Anode: 2800 V

MCP back and anode are connected to the same high voltage supply via a voltage divider.

The voltage difference can be set in discrete steps via a jumper in the divider, 300 V is the

maximum. The three parts of the detector are connected with capton isolated wires to

an electrical feed-through. Since electrons may be influenced by the voltage connections

at the MC-plates a grounded shielding is put around the detector (fig. 5.6, (b)). The

a
b

c

d

e

f

Figure 5.6: Completely mounted detector flange with the MCP (a) shielded by a ground electrode
(b). The photo-cathode (c) and most of the focus electrodes (d) are connected to the linear feed-
through (e). For adjustments a view port (f) is present. The system is shown in the contracted
state.

wires are as short as possible to minimize noise pickup. at the electrical feed-through the

signal is decoupled via an RC-coupler as shown in figure 5.7. In addition an adjustable

250 Ω resistor is introduced to optimize the signal shape. After the RC-coupler the signal

is sent to a fast amplifier for further processing.
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HV

10
kΩ

4.7nF

25
0

Ω

Fast
Amp.

Figure 5.7: Wiring scheme after [Roe15] to decouple the signals of anode, MCP back and MCP
front. At each HV connection a 10 kΩ resistor is inserted to limit the currents. The signal is
decoupled via a 4.7 nF capacity and is sent to a fast amplifier. In-between an adjustable resistor
up to 250 Ω can be used to minimize oscillations on the signal.

5.3 Simulation tool SimIon

To find the optimal settings for each electrode voltage and the magnetic field strength,

simulations have been performed with the simulation tool SimIon 8.1 [Sim15]. The setup

as described above is implemented as a SimIon geometry for which the electrostatic fields

comply with boundary value problem solutions of the Laplace equation. The equation is

solved via a finite difference method. The overall solution is a superposition of individual

electrode contributions, which enables for fast adjustments of electrode voltages once the

electric field shape is calculated. For particle trajectory determination a fourth-order

Runge-Kutta integration algorithm is used.

The magnetic field created by solenoids or wires in general is obtained analytically via

the Biot-Savart equation.

A user program to control the simulations is written in the programming language LUA.

Besides the definition of the coils, adjustments of the electrodes can be programmed

here. For this purpose loops can be implemented to carry out systematic variations of

the applied voltages.

Termination conditions for the particle trajectories can be defined to distinguish between

particles which are lost hitting an electrode and those which can be counted as detected

by hitting the electrode defined as detector.

The LUA code loads a file for particle definition as well. In this file properties of the

particles and their starting conditions can be set. In this case electrons are distributed

homogeneously on a disc tilted by 30◦ to the beam direction, with a random starting

vector isotropically distributed within 2π (compare fig. 5.8) and provided with 3 eV
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kinetic energy. Since the cathode plate has a slit for the ions to pass through, electrons

created in this area are discarded.
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Figure 5.8: The starting vector of particles is defined via an azimuth angle α ∈ [−180 : 180] and
an elevation angle β ∈ [0 : 90]. α is distributed homogeneously in its interval as shown in the left
figure, the distribution of β is proportional to a cosine dN

dβ
∼ cosβ as shown in the right figure.

Together an isotropic 2π distribution is obtained.

5.4 First commissioning and simulations

For first commissioning the detector setup is put in a vacuum chamber large enough to

contain the fully extended system. With the chamber a vacuum of at least 2 · 10 6 mbar

should be reachable to operate the MCP safely.

At first operation the MCP should be in vacuum for 24 hours and the supply voltages

should be ramped up slowly (100 V every few minutes) to condition the detector and

avoid electric discharges. At operation voltage a signal can be picked up as shown in

fig. 5.7 from each channel. As an example a single photo-electron event is depict in

fig. 5.9. The expected signal height can be estimated by Ohm’s law:

U = R · I . (5.3)

With the resistance of the signal processing hardware, which is 50 Ω and the current I

which corresponds to the amount of charge carriers per time dQdt it yields:

U = R · dQ
dt
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Figure 5.9: Signals of the MCP. Channel 1 is the front plate (top/red), channel 2 the back
plate (middle/blue) and channel 3 the anode (bottom/green). The signal is induced by a single
photo-electron event and was recorded with a voltage difference between front and back plate of
the detector of 2000 V. The relevant signal is picked up at the anode. The signals coming from
the micro-channel plates themselves can be used to check the proper functioning of the detector.
The integrated signal over the range indicated by the red shaded area yields |A| = 64.1 mV·ns
and leads to a gain factor of 0.8 · 107 (cf. eq. 5.3-5.6).

The total amount of charge carriers Q =
∫
dQ is determined through the gain of the

MCP and is given by the manufacturer to be 107 at 2400 V voltage difference between

front and back plate of the detector. Integrating the signal over time yields:

∞∫
0

Udt =
∞∫
0

R · dQ
dt
dt = R ·

∞∫
0

dQ = RQ (5.4)

= 50[Ω] · 107[e]

= 50[V]
[A] · 107[e]

= 50
6.2415 · 1018

[V]
[e/s] · 107[e]

= 50 · 1.6022 · 10 19 · 107[V · s] (5.5)

≈ 8 · 10 11[Vs]

= 80[mV · ns] (5.6)
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This matches well with the measured signal shown in fig 5.9 where the signals area is

found to be 64.1 mV·ns. In reverse 64.1 mV·ns lead with eq. 5.5 to a gain of 0.8 · 107.

Since this value was recorded with ca. 20 % lower potential difference between back and

front plate, i.e. 2000 V, it matches well with the value stated by the manufacturer of

1.0 · 107 at 2400 V. Although the gain is not connected linearly to the bias voltage the

proper functioning of the MCP can safely be assumed.

For further tests the electrode system was put in operation to be able to detect electrons

coming from the photo-cathode. The optimal electrode setting given by the simulations

and verified by measurements is given in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Optimal electrode settings as found in simulations and measurements and used MCP
settings. The latter differ slightly from the values recommended by the company.

Electrode settings:

Electrode Voltage [V] Electrode Voltage [V]

Focus electrode -50 1st electrode 0

3rd electrode -100 cathode electrode -50

2nd electrode -20 photo-cathode -50

MCP settings:

Part Voltage [V]

Anode: 2500

Back: 2200

Front: 300

The standard voltages applied at the MCP are slightly different from those given by

the company. The front plate is put on a 100 V higher potential to attract electrons

stronger. The back plate is 300 V under the proposed value, since higher noise due to

micro-discharges occurred with higher voltages. Since the difference between front and

back plate defines the gain of a MCP, which is for standard settings reduced to 1900 V the

expected gain factor is smaller than stated by the company for 2400 V voltage difference

or calculated above. The difference between anode and back plate is fixed via jumper as

mentioned earlier.
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The magnetic field strength B(z) is a superposition of the magnetic field generated by

the individual conductor loops B1,2(z) which is given by [Dem06]:

B1,2(z) = µ0 · n · I · r2

2
[
(z ± |d1,2|)2 + r2]3/2

(5.7)

with the amount of turns n ≈ 264, the coil’s radius r ≈ 197.5 mm and the used current

I = 1.9 A. µ0 is the vacuum permeability.

With two coils positioned at a distance d1 and d2 from their common center the

superimposed field can be written as:

B(z) = µ0nIr2

2

{[
(z + |d1|)2 + r2

]−3/2
+
[
(z − |d2|)2 + r2

]−3/2
}

(5.8)

For Helmholtz configuration the following must apply:

d = |d1|+ |d2| = r and |d1| = |d2|

The coils in the given setup are closer together and the MCP is aligned off-center in z

direction (cf. fig. 5.4), such that:

|d1| ≈ 40 mm and |d2| ≈ 120 mm.

With this the generated field of the two coils at the MCP, i.e. z = 0 is calculated to be

about 2.5 mT. Analogous the field at the cathode plate which is ca. 0.24 m away can

be estimated to be B(z ≈ 0.24) ≈ 0.7 mT. Due to the magnetic field gradient electrons

could in principle be reflected magnetically. This is not the case in the given setup, due

to the applied voltages, especially the rather high potential of about +300 V applied at

the front plate of the detector which attracts the electrons strongly. However, for other

configurations this effect may play a roll and has to be taken into considerations.

Since no light source was available with wavelength as short as expected later in the

experiment, a 265 nm UV-LED of the type UVTOP260 from Roithner LaserTechnik

GmbH was used for first tests with UV photons. Via an additional feed-through the

LED can be put into the vacuum chamber to illuminate the photo-cathode plate directly.

In this way, it is easier to illuminate the cathode homogeneously than if an optical fiber
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had been used to couple light into the setup. The light-source is located next to the MCP

oriented towards the cathode plate. The distance is roughly 20 cm < d < 26 cm between

photo-cathode and LED. The divergence of the LED light is given to be α = 7◦ due to

the ball lens that is part of the LED package (cf. fig. 5.10). With this information the

24 cm

15-20 mm

spot diameter
1.5-2.0 mm

UVTOP260
±1σ
=̂

4.4 cm

Figure 5.10: Geometry of the used LED [Roi15]. The light cone has an opening angle of 7◦. At
24 cm distance a Gaussian profile can be measured with σ = 2.2 cm (not to scale).

spot size on the cathode plate has a radius r of:

r = d · tan
(
α

2

)
≈ 1.2− 1.6 cm. (5.9)

However the scheme in fig. 5.10 suggest that this specification is only true for the vicinity

directly in front of the LED. The LED intensity distribution was checked with a photo

diode in the appropriate distance of about 24 cm resulting in a Gaussian intensity

distribution with σ = 2.2 cm.

Besides the spot size the location on the cathode plate is important, especially for later

comparison with the simulations. Figure 5.11 shows a photograph of the faint LED spot

(a), as well as the photo-cathode and electrode structures (b) and a superposition (c) of

the two photos to determine the spatial extent of the LED spot on the cathode plate. The

corresponding implementation in the simulation code is shown in fig. 5.11 (d). Electrons

are created over the whole photo-cathode, but weighted with a Gaussian distribution

with σ = 2.2 cm, centered in the red area. Those electrons with unphysical starting

conditions, e.g. inside the slit, are discarded by the LUA code as described before.

A Tektronix arbitrary function generator (Tektronix AFG 3102) drove the LED using
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Figure 5.11: For accurate simulations the spot size of the LED in 24 cm distance and its actual
location on the photo-cathode surface was investigated. (a) shows the LED spot on the cathode
plate. For better orientation a photo was taken with the same settings but illuminated photo-
cathode and electrode structure (b). A superposition of (a) and (b) is shown in (c). With this
information the spot is implemented in simulations (d) and the starting properties of the electrons
are restricted. Electrons are created over the whole photo-cathode, but weighted with a Gaussian
distribution with σ = 2.2 cm, centered in the red area. Electrons with a starting point inside the
slit are discarded.

30 ns pulses with an amplitude of 5.5 V and a repetition frequency of 100 kHz. To

suppress electronic interference between the current pulses driving the LED and the

MCP readout, the leading and trailing edges of the pulses were broadened to 15 ns.

As the amount of photons per second created by the LED is not known and because

we are working at a very different wavelength compared to the later experiment, we
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cannot extract a statement on the absolute detection efficiency for XUV photons from

the measurements.

5.4.1 Magnetic field optimization

Since the magnetic field took over the dominant part of guiding the electrons to the

detector, an optimization of the magnetic field is performed first with settings for the

electrode voltages taken from simulation. The coil design itself is mostly determined

by the experimental conditions. For first tests a pair of Helmholtz coils were available

meeting those conditions. With these a measurement series was performed with varying

current, and thus magnetic field strength versus count rate as visualized in fig. 5.12.

The simulated data is plotted with triangles, experimental data with diamonds. The
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Figure 5.12: Normalized electron count rate versus magnet current and thus magnetic field
strength. Green diamonds are experimental data points. Triangles represent simulations. Since
the LED’s spot has a Gaussian intensity distribution the simulation with electrons weighted
uniformly (red, up-pointing triangles) does not agree as well with the experimental data as the
simulation with electrons weighted with a Gaussian distribution (blue, down-pointing triangles)
as explained in fig. 5.11.

experimental data were recorded as part of the bachelor thesis of F. Trittmaack [Tri15].

Above a current of about 1.5 A all results agree well with each other. For magnet

currents below this value the red curve deviates clearly from the others. This is due to

the distribution of the electron’s starting points. The up-pointing triangles represent a

simulation were distribution is homogeneous as is expected in the actual storage ring

experiments. For the down-pointing triangles the events are weighted with a Gaussian

distribution with σ = 2.2 cm as discussed before (cf. fig. 5.11). This is closer to the test

setup since the LED’s intensity distribution is indeed Gaussian. Taking this into account

simulations agree well with the experimental data.
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To optimize the given setup regarding the count rate of electrons the coils should be driven

with about 1.8 A. In the later experiment the photo-cathode plate will be illuminated

by fluorescence photons with a rather homogeneous intensity distribution, therefore the

simulation of the whole cathode plate will be more appropriate and thus a current of

0.8 A is advisable, if the current magnet design is used. The decreasing branch in all

data sets is most likely due to phase effects in the cyclotron motion of the electrons along

the field lines. To achieve a better focusing a non-Helmholtz symmetry, i.e. a smaller

coil-to-coil distance might be better as shown in fig. 5.13 (left column). With the small

coil distance shown in fig. 5.13, 1. a), field lines running through the MCP plates cover

a larger area on the cathode plate. The radius of the coil could also be reduced to image

a larger area of the photo-cathode plate onto the detector as shown in fig. 5.13 ( right

column). The radius is restricted by the radius of the vacuum chamber. However it is

in principle possible to mount a coil inside the vacuum as well, if sufficient cooling is

provided or only small currents are applied.

In both cases the angle under which electrons are able to reach the detector and are not

magnetically reflected is influenced, since the ratio Bmin
Bmax

changes. If the applied voltages

at the electrodes and the detector are sufficiently high to counteract this effect, has to be

investigated for the individual setting. The actual design and test of an optimized coil

system is subject of further investigations.
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1) increasing distance:

1. a)

1. b)

1. c)

2) increasing radius:

2. a)

2. b)

2. c)

Figure 5.13: Magnetic field lines for different coil distances (left column) and coil radii (right
column). The MCP is shown in red.
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5.4.2 Photo-cathode potential optimization

Although the electrode settings are less significant in an electro-magnetic guidance, than

in a purely electrostatic variant, the applied voltage at the cathode plate is still a critical

parameter. Especially with non, or low potentials applied at the photo-cathode the

created electrons have insufficient energy to reach the detector. A measurement was

performed to investigate the dependence of the count rate on the cathode potential

as shown in fig. 5.14. Again a distinction was made in the simulation between
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Figure 5.14: Normalized count rate versus applied cathode potential to accelerate the electrons.
Green diamonds are experimental data points. Triangles represent simulations. Again it can
be distinguished between electrons weighted homogeneously (red, up-pointing triangles) and
Gaussian corresponding to the LED spot properties (blue, down-pointing triangles). In this
case no big difference is given and all results agree with each other. Especially the minimal
acceleration voltage of about -20 V is determined by all data sets.

homogeneously distributed electrons (fig. 5.14, red, up-pointing triangles) and electrons

weighted with a Gaussian distribution centered in the LED spot (fig. 5.14, blue, down-

pointing triangles). In this case no significant difference can be observed. Both simulated

data sets agree well with the experimental data (fig. 5.14, green diamonds). In all three

cases the electrons need to be accelerated with at least -20 V applied at the cathode plate

to be detected. For higher voltages the count rate shows a slight decline. The optimal

setting is found at -40 V acceleration potential. An even higher acceleration voltage has

nevertheless an influence on the time of flight of the electrons as discussed in the following

section. For details regarding the optimization of the remaining electrode voltages see

the bachelor thesis of F. Trittmaack [Tri15].

Given the good agreement between the results of test measurements with the XUV

setup and the results obtained with the SimIon model, we can use the simulations
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to determine the photo-electron collection efficiency of the setup. For homogeneously

distributed illumination of the photo-cathode, as expected in the actual experiment, the

collection efficiency is found to be about 53 %. It is expected, that this value can still be

improved with an improved magnet coil design.

5.4.3 Time of flight

Another important aspect to be investigated is the time of flight (TOF) of the electrons.

For such a measurement the start-point is provided by the pulse from the AFG function

generator driving the LED. The end-point is obviously given by the signal produced

by electrons reaching the detector. In this way spectra as shown in fig. 5.15 are

created, recorded by D. Winzen. To ensure the intended functioning of the whole system

measurements were performed with all electrodes on standard settings as given in tab. 5.1

(fig. 5.15, red), while for reference measurements the electrodes were turned off (fig. 5.15,

blue shaded). In both cases the coils were supplied with a current of 1.9 A to generate

a magnetic field in the center of about 2.3 mT. In both cases the photons coming from
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Figure 5.15: Experimental time of flight distribution. The reference data (blue) was taken with
LED and magnet turned on, operated at standard settings. All electrodes were switched off. As
expected from fig. 5.14 no electrons reach the detector and only the stray light from the LED
causes a peak at about 60 ns. Applying the settings as shown in tab. 5.1 the produced electrons
are guided to the MCP (red) and give rise to the peak at about 160 ns. Of course the LED peak
is present as well and covers the LED-peak from the reference data.

the LED create a peak at about 60 ns. The LED peak in the reference measurement

is completely covered by the LED peak in the standard measurement and is therefore

shaded for better visibility. The two LED peaks are normalized to one. Since the TOF
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starting point is the pulse provided by the AFG, the position of the LED peak contains

information on the time needed for signal processing, which is given by:

τtotal,γ = τTOF,γ + τLED + τMCP + τcable + τDAQ︸ ︷︷ ︸
:= τdelay

= 60 ns (5.10)

τLED takes into account since the leading edge and half of the width of the pulse used to

drive the emission. τTOF is the actual time of flight value, which is negligible for photons

(< 3 ns) and τMCP is assumed to be in the order of a few nano-seconds as well. The

major part is given by τcable because rather long cables were used from the decoupling

of the signal to the electronics and τDAQ accounting for the time needed by the data

acquisition. The absolute times are not relevant, because the position of the LED peak

can be used to separate the actual time of flight of the electrons from the delay time

introduced by the other components:

τTOF,e− = τtotal,e− − τdelay (5.11)

With τdelay ≈ 60 ns since τTOF,γ ≈ 0.

As already discussed the starting position of the electrons on the cathode surface is

substantial for the trajectories of the electrons and thus for the TOF. The distance for the

electrons to travel is larger for electrons starting from the lower half of the cathode plate

than for those starting from the upper half (cf. 5.16). More important the influence of the

electric and magnetic fields is different for different starting positions and will therefore

affect the time of flight. Taking those aspects into account the measured TOF spectra

can be compared to simulations. In fig. 5.17 the simulated TOF distribution is shown

Table 5.2: Fitparameter of the individual Gaussian indicated as dashed line in fig. 5.17 from left
to right.

# Amplitude Center Sigma

1 55.2 92.3 11.7
2 15.1 118.4 14.0
3 12.1 144.5 34.0

in green, the experimental data is shown in red. The two data sets are normalized to the

maximum peak height. Each electron event in the simulated data set is convoluted with
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Figure 5.16: The electron t.o.f is influenced by the electromagnetic fields, depending on the
starting conditions of the electrons. Electrons coming from the upper half (blue) are significantly
earlier at the detector than those coming from the lower half (green), or the spot, corresponding
to the center of illumination (yellow) as shown in fig. 5.11(d). This is expected since the electrons
starting from the upper half have a shorter distance to the MCP.

a Gaussian distribution dependent on its origin as discussed before, to account for the

experimental situation and make it comparable to the measured data. The experimental

data is in addition shifted by the photon peak position as seen in fig. 5.15. Like this

the data sets match well, especially regarding the actual time of flight. The remaining

difference in shape is due to background events from electrons produced on other surfaces

which are not included in the simulations.

The experimental data was fitted with three superimposed Gaussian distributions (dashed

line in fig. 5.17). While the second and third account for electrons coming from other

surfaces within the setup, the first Gaussian accounts for the electrons starting from the

photo-cathode. Therefore the width of the first Gaussian defines the time resolution of

the detector setup to be σ = 11.7 ns, at a cathode potential of -50 V.

In section 5.4.2 the importance of the cathode potential was already discussed, in

figure 5.18 the influence on the TOF is visualized. As expected the time of flight as

well as the width of the distribution is reduced with higher negative acceleration voltage

applied to the photo-cathode plate. For the actual experiment a compromise needs to

be found between optimum count rate, as deduced from fig. 5.14, and time resolution of

the detector determined via fig. 5.18.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison between simulated (green) and measured (red) time of flight
distribution. The data sets are normalized to each other for better comparability. The measured
TOF is shifted by the time of flight of the LED peak to account for the time consumed by
cabling, DAQ etc. The data was fitted with three Gaussians to obtain information about the
mean t.o.f. and the time resolution. The simulated data weight each event with a Gaussian
distribution. Therefore the relevant electrons come from the spot shown as red area in fig 5.11(d)
which represents 1σ of the LED intensity to meet the given conditions in the setup.
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Figure 5.18: Via the applied voltage at the photo-cathode plate the properties of the detection
system changes since it defines the kinetic energy of the electrons. To investigate the dependence
of the t.o.f distribution on the potential applied at the cathode simulations were performed. With
higher voltages the TOF distribution is narrower and shifted to shorter flight times. The TOF
distributions were fitted via a Gaussian to determine its 1σ width. The outcome is shown in
corresponding color code at the x-axis.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Conclusion

While the energies of the HFS transition in hydrogen- and lithium-like bismuth were

determined in the PhD theses of R. Jöhren, M. Lochmann and J. Ullmann for data

recorded during the LIBELLE beam times in 2011 and 2014, respectively, in this work

the analysis of the data sets regarding the lifetime of the HFS states is presented. The

lifetime of 209Bi82+was already investigated before [Win99], whereas the lifetime the of
209Bi80+was not experimentally determined before. The LIBELLE experiment was able

to measure both lifetimes yielding:

τH-like, exp = (398.5± 1.6stat. ± 0.9sys.) µs

τLi-like,exp = (83.3± 1.0stat. ± 0.9sys.) ms

The determined lifetimes agree well with theoretical predictions:

τH-like, theo = (399.01± 0.19) µs [Sha98]

τLi-like,theo = (82.85± 0.61) ms (cf. sec. 2.2.2)

Possible systematic effects on the lifetime for both species were examined, which were

only discussed briefly in previous works. For this purpose systematic measurements were
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6 Conclusion and outlook

performed, albeit with a low statistics for lifetime determination.

Together with the results regarding the transition energies determined by the 2014 beam

time of the LIBELLE experiment the bound g-factors of the 1s and the 2s electrons in

hydrogen- and lithium-like bismuth were determined, respectively:

gH,expe = 1.7316± 0.0035stat. ± 0.0020sys.

gLi,expe = 1.9277± 0.0116stat. ± 0.0104sys.

The experimental value for the 1s electron in hydrogen-like bismuth is in good agreement

with the theoretical predictions by Moskovkin et al. [MOS+04]

gH,theoe =1.731014± 0.000001

The 2s electron in lithium-like bismuth is as well in good agreement with the theoretical

prediction by Moskovkin and co-worker [MSQ08]

gLi,theoe =1.934739± 0.000003

For the measurements with lithium-like bismuth, the introduction of a novel, movable

mirror system was mandatory. The success of this system inspired a further development

for the extreme ultra-violet wavelength region. The principle changed from a direct

photon detection to the detection of secondary electrons which are produced by XUV

fluorescence light by the photo-effect on a photo-cathode. A suitable detection system

employing electromagnetic guidance of the secondary electrons to an MCP detector

in vacuum was designed and built in Münster and first commissioning tests were

performed. For the design process the elementary detector structure was modeled using

the electromagnetic simulation tool SimIon. After construction of the setup in the

mechanical workshop of the institute, test measurements were performed and compared to

the simulations. All measurements agree well with the performed simulations suggesting

a good understanding of the detector and thus reliable simulations. Therefore it can be

safely assumed that the extracted electron collection efficiency of about 53 % is realistic.

The performed measurements in comparison with simulations suggest that the used

magnet configuration can be improved. A more inhomogeneous magnetic field at the
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mirror could improve the focusing properties to direct more field lines directly onto the

MCP. For this reason for instance a smaller coil diameter might be advantageous, since

the magnetic flux tube at the MCP becomes narrower.

Outlook

With the expected accuracy of < 10−4 for the transition wavelength obtained from the

2014 beam time of the LIBELLE experiment, a first test of bound state QED calculations

in extreme electromagnetic fields comes within reach. At the same time the knowledge

obtained in the experiment paves the way for future trap assisted HFS measurements.

With the SpecTrap experiment it is possible to store highly charged ions at temperatures

down to <100 mK in a Penning trap and perform laser spectroscopy. With the ions cooled

down the uncertainty introduced by the velocity distribution of the ions nearly vanishes

and a precise transition wavelength determination up to ∆λ
λ = O(10−7) is attainable

[And12].

So far the total uncertainty on the HFS transition wavelength in lithium-like bismuth

found with the LIBELLE beam time in 2011 is ±0.074 nm [Loc13]. To verify the result

of the LIBELLE experiment by the SpecTrap experiment such a broad region has to be

scanned in small wavelength steps by a tunable laser. With the soon published result

of the LIBELLE beam time of 2014 [Ull15b] this region will be even more restrictive.

Like this the LIBELLE experiment serves as valuable input to reduce the necessary

measurement time, e.g. the time is already reduced to 3 · 104 s ≈ 0.5 d [Loc13] with

the outcome of the analysis of 2011. With the SpecTrap experiment a more precise

determination of the respective lifetime is possible as well. In combination the value for

the bound g-factor in hydrogen- and lithium-like bismuth can be improved to enable a

complementary QED test.

An adapted mirror system for XUV wavelength was constructed in this work and went

through first test measurements. The results are in good agreement with simulations

performed with SimIon and the system seems to be well understood.

Nevertheless the results suggest possibilities for further improvements. Especially the

magnetic guidance can be optimized by a coil specially constructed for this set-up. The

coil radius as well as the distance between the coils can be reduced to improve the
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6 Conclusion and outlook

magnetic focus properties. It must be ensured in such scenario that the electric potentials

applied at the electrodes and the MCP detector are sufficient to prevent the electrons to

be magnetically reflected.

In addition, further tests should be performed, e.g. to determine the photo-detection

efficiency. For this purpose a well defined light source with the well-defined wavelength

is necessary.

Finally the set-up has to be installed at the ESR to be commissioned with an actual ion

beam.
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Appendix

A.1 Cabling of the LIBELLE experiment
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Figure A.1: Scheme of the cabling of the LIBELLE control and DAQ system [Loc13]
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A.2 Implemented fit function with laser pulses

A.2 Implemented fit function with laser pulses

double fitfunction(Double_t *x, Double_t *par)
{

double t = *x;
double N20 = par[0];
double tau = par[1];
double tc = par[2];
double phi = par[3];
double N = par[4];
double scale = par[5];
double offs = par[6];
double t_period = par[7];
double t_laser = par[8];

double g1 = 9;
double g2 = 11;
double a, b, f, N2tc;

if(t <= tc) f = scale * N20 * exp(-t/tau) + offs;
else
{

double after_laser = (t-tc)/t_period;
int i_laser = ((int)after_laser);
double t_rest = (after_laser - i_laser)*t_period;

N2tc = N20 * exp(-tc/tau);
a = g2/g1 * N * phi/tau;
b = ((g2/g1 + 1)*phi + 1)/tau;

int i = 0;
double sum = N2tc;

while (i<i_laser)
{

sum = (a/b+(sum-a/b)*exp(-b*t_laser))
*exp(-(t_period-t_laser)/tau);

i+=1;
}

if (t_rest<t_laser) sum = a/b+(sum-a/b)*exp(-b*t_rest);
else
{

sum = (a/b+(sum-a/b)*exp(-b*t_laser))
*exp(-(t_rest-t_laser)/tau);

}
f = scale * sum + offs;

}
return f;

}
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A.3 Result comparison of two fit models
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Figure A.2: 209Bi80+lifetime data taken before (top) and after (bottom) the maintenance. The
result is obtained via the bin-method from the dataset recorded with standard settings (IEC =
250 mA and URF = 500 V). Signals within a ±2.5σ window around bin 56 were used. While in
fig. 4.28 the fit function accounts for the laser pulse structure, here the data was fitted with an
exponential decay as a cross-check. Data taken before maintenance give a lifetime of (118.6 ±
2.1) ms with the simple fit function and (118.1 ± 1.8) ms with the extended fit function. Data
taken after maintenance give a lifetime of (118.7 ± 3.2) ms with the simple fit function and
(118.0± 2.3) ms with the extended fit function (cf. fig. 4.28). In both cases the results agree well
within the uncertainty.
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A.4 Technical drawing of the XUV detection system

A.4 Technical drawing of the XUV detection system
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Figure A.3: Technical drawing of the XUV detection system. The MCP shielding is removed
for better visibility.
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